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Abstract 

This study investiga tes the complexity of various reduction and synthesis Petri net trans

formations. Transformations that preserve liveness and boundedness are considered. Live

ness and boundedness are possibly the two most important properties in the analysis of 

Petri nets. Unfortunately, although decidable, determining such properties is intractable 

in the general Petri net. 

The thesis shows that the complexity of these properties imposes limitations on the power 

of any reduction transformations to solve the problems of liveness and boundedness. Re

duction transformations and synthesis transformations from the literature are analysed 

from an algorithmic point of view and their complexity established. Many problems re

garding the applicability of the transformations are shown to be intractable. For reduction 

transformations this confirms the limitations of such transformations on the general Petri 

net. The thesis suggests that synthesis transformations may enjoy better success than 

reduction transformations, and because of problems establishing suitable goals, synthesis 

transformations are best suited to interactive environments. 

The complexity of complete reducibility, by reduction transformation, of certain classes of 

Petri nets, as proposed in the literature, is also investigated in this thesis . It is concluded 

that these transformations are tractable and that reduction transformation theory can 

provide insight into the analysis of liveness and boundedness problems, particularly in 

subclasses of Petri nets. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Since their introduction in the early 1960's Petri nets have become accepted models, suit

able for many types of systems: For example they can model concurrency, synchronization 

and finite resources. They are thus suitable for implementing qualitative models of mu

tual exclusion. the dining philosophers problem and the readers and writers problem, (all 

described in [Pet81]) . Also, larger models. such as models of protocols of large distributed 

systems, for example, connection management services (CMS) of the Manufacturing Mes

sage Specification (MMS), are possible [vVGR89]. Quantitative modelling is also possible 

with one of the timed extensions of the Petri net model, an example of this being models 

of multiprocessor architectures [ABC86]. Petri net models have also been used as a formal 

specification, for example, the specification of the CPU in the CDC 6600 [Mol89]. Petri 

nets are not only suited to computer systems either; for example, they have also been used 

for manufacturing systems [SX92]. 

Over the years a rich mathematical analysis of Petri nets has been developed which has 

helped to establish the effectiveness of Petri nets as a modelling technique. Petri nets are 

accepted readily as a modelling technique as they provide an easily understood graphical 

representation of the system being modeled; Petri nets are thus also suitable for commu

nicating ideas about systems. 

The graphical nature of Petri nets allows the easy formulation of models of systems. 

Furthermore, Petri nets are also a mathematical modelling tool, and as such make rigorous 

qualitative analysis tools, suitable for modelling a large body of applications, accessible 

to nonmathematicians. These tools usually provide a graphical user interface whereby 

the user draws the model of the system to be modelled. Examples of such systems are 

the QP -Tool [BK91], and GreatSPN [Chi8.5]. The rich theory of Petri nets that has 

been developed could also been used indirectly in tools . For example, [Kri93] proposes the 

1 



CHAPTER 1. TNTRODUCTTON 2 

translation of SDL (a CCITT formal description technique used for protocol specification) 

into a Petri net model in order that cE't'tain qualitative analyses be performed on t he 

protocol. or quantita t ive analysis if the Petri net model is one of the timed Petri net 

models. 

A common analysis technique of Pet ri nets is based on the matrices that represent the 

arcs and their associated weights between the nodes of the Petri net. Two types of node 

are dist inguished; places, which hold tokens. are used to indicate resources or conditions , 

and transitions which are used to indicate "events". This analysis technique is based on 

equations and inequ alities of these ma.trires. A problem with this technique is that certain 

important questions about modelkd systems, in particular configurations (Petri nets with 

an initial marking or state ), cannot be answered; for example, the absence of deadlocks 

and the overflowing of finite resources. lly absence of deadlock is meant the ability of the 

system to always repeat every modelled "event" no matter how the Petri net has evolved. 

The matrix technique gives a sufficient condition for the configuration not to overflow 

any finite resources but does not give a. necessary condition for this. While this matrix 

equation and inequality based technique cannot be used to decide whether a particular 

configuration is free from dead locks. it can, however, be used to decide whether an initial 

state exists for a. given Petri net such that the resulting configuration is live. 

Another analysis technique is based on the enumeration of (possibly) all the states that a 

Petri net can reach from a. particular initial marking. This technique requires the genera

tion of the so-called coverability tree in which each node represents a certain state or set 

of states and the arcs correspond to the "events" leading to these states. The coverabil

ity tree can be used to decide whether the modelled system could overflow any bounded 

resources and, if so , whether the system is absent of deadlocks. However , the size of the 

coverability tree in terms of number of nodes has been shown by Lipton to be exponential 

in the number of places , transitions and initial marking [Pet81, JLL 77]. Consequently, the 

problems of deciding those properties that require the generation of the coverability tree 

are intractable. 

A number of authors have proposed property preserving transformations. These transfor

mations can either be used to reduce the size of the Petri net , and possibly the size of 

the problem or they can be used to build up Petri nets with the desired properties and 

thus they do not need their coverahility tree to be generated. Transformations used in 

the latter sense are termed synthesis transformations while those used in the former are 

termed reduction transformations. Usually properties are preserved by a transformation 

in both directions and such transformations can be used as both reduction and synthe

sis transformations . Properties preserved in only one direction can be used as synthesis 
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transformations as it is only the resultant s~' stem that is required to have the properties. 

Another proposed u. e of reduction transformations (see, for example, [Ber86a]) is in tools 

for engineers, where the engineer modelling a system does not have to be concerned with 

certain redundancies, for example, as the modelling tool will remove these prior to per

forming an analysis. 

Reduction transformations have also been proposed which completely reduce certain classes 

of Petri nets. Two f these proposals are in\'estigated in this thesis. First, a set of re

duction transformat ions that reduce the class of live and bounded free choice Petri nets 

to a. reduced. simpler net in which either there is no concurrency or there is no choice, 

or possibly neither of these properties is investigated [Des90]. Secondly, sets of reduction 

rules that reduce the class of free choice nets for which there exists an initial marking 

under which the Petri net is live and bounded to an atomic Petri net, in which there 

is only one place and one transition are investigated [Esp91]. In each of these cases the 

ability for these sets of reduction transformations to reduce the Petri net to the simpler 

Petri net decides m mbership of the original Petri net in the class. 

This thesis consider Petri net transformations as a mechanism for the analysis of Petri 

nets and emphasis i placed on those transformations that preserve liveness and bounded

ness. These are the properties that COITPspond to the absence of deadlocks and overflows, 

respectively. in the system being modelled by the Petri net and systems in which these 

properties hold are usually referred to as well- behaved. 

1.1 Scope of Thesis 

This thesis examines the Petri net transformations proposed in the literature, suggesting 

algorithms and the computational complexity regarding their applicability. 

The problems dealt with in this thesis are the decision problems regarding the applicability 

of the proposed transformations. Also considered is the extent to which a reduction 

transformation can reduce the size of the coverability tree. 

In order to show that certain problems concerning these Petri net transformations are 

intractable. this th sis proves that certain restrictions of the integer linear programming 

problem remains NP-complete. The proofs of the complexity of deciding the applicability 

of certain Petri net transformations follows from this and polynomial-time reducibility. 

Readers not familiar with the theory of Petri nets can find good tutorial introductions in 

[Mur89] and [Pet81]. The latter, although dated now, includes some interesting analysis 

problems in the Petri net area. 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.2 Thesis Outline 

The remainder of th is chapter outlines the rest of the thesis : 

• Chapter 2 is a review of the definitions and properties of Petri nets that are general 

and relevant throughout the thesis. Additional definitions, where required, are pre

sented at the point of discussion. Also defined in Chapter 2 are subclasses of Petri 

nets. The purpose of these definitions is to formalise the notations and definitions 

used in this thesis. 

• Chapter 3 is a short review of the analysis techniques of Petri nets . This highlights 

the problems which the transformations are designed to tackle and so places the 

transformatio s in context . 

• Chapter 4 reviews computational complexity and presents some complexity results 

that are used in the proofs in later chapters. It presents a short collection of the 

results and definitions that are pertinent to this work . Included among these are the 

proofs of addi t ional integer linear programming results due to this author. 

• Chapter 5 int roduces and surveys all the relevant transformations described in the 

li terature, including their examples . The transformations are divided into reduction 

transformations, synthesis transformations and transformations that can completely 

reduce certain classes of Petri nets. 

• Chapter 6 : For each of the transformations either an algorithm is sketched for the 

transformation rule showing t hat the decision problem is a polynomial-time prob

lem or a proof of the intractability of the transformation rule is presented. Where 

appropriate, the reduct ion in size of the coverability tree that can be obtained is con

sidered. Some of the authors have shown the complexity of their transformations. 

• Finally. Chapter 7 summarises the complexity results proved in this thesis and 

discusses the findings of the thesis . Also discussed, is possible future work in the 

area of Petri net transformations. 



Chapter 2 

Basic Definitions and Properties 

of Petri Nets 

This chapter presents some of the basic definitions and properties of Petri nets required 

throughout the rest of the thesis independent from any of the Petri net transformations. 

Additional definitions, properties or results that may be needed as each of the transfor

mations is considered will be included at the point of discussion. The notation presented 

here is quite common. Unless otherwise cited the definitions in this chapter are taken from 

[Mur89]. 

The properties of Petri nets can be split into two broad classes: 

• Behavioural properties. These are those properties that depend on the initial 

marking (see Definition 2.1 below) and are thus also called marking dependent prop

erties. 

• Structural properties. These are those properties which are independent of the 

initial marking and hence only depend on the structure of the Petri net. 

As far as possible, the notation used in this thes is is standard. The following points are 

included only to remove any possible ambiguity : 

• N = {0, 1, 2, .. . } is the set of all natural numbers. 

• f.J+ = { 1. 2. 3, .. . } is the set of all positive natural numbers. 

• ~ is the set of all integers. 

• Q is the set of all rational numbers. 

.5 
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• Q+ is the set of all nonnega tive mtion(Jl numbers. 

• If X is a set, then lXI denotes the cardinality of X . 

• If X is a string over some alphabet ~.then lXI denotes the length of X in terms of 

the number of symbols in ~-

The following section introduces Petri nets and gives a few basic definitions. This is then 

followed by a few definitions of behavioural properties and then a few structural properties. 

Finally, the chapter closes with a discuss ion of some classes of Petri nets. 

2.1 Basic D efinitions 

A Petri net is a directed bipartite graph with arc weights. One set of the nodes are referred 

to as places and the other set of nodes are referred to as t ransitions. Places can be marked 

with tokens and it is sufficient to describe the initial distribution of tokens among the places 

when describing a system modelled by a. Petri net . The following definitions provide a 

formal description of a Petri net. and its evolution . 

Definit ion 2.1 Pet ri N et 

An unmarked Petri net is a 4-tuple N = (P,T,B,F) where: 

1. P = {p, , ... , Pm} is a finite and non-empty set of places. Places are drawn as circles 

in the graphic representation of the Petri net. 

2. T = { t 1 , .•• , tn} is a finite and non-empty set of transitions. Transitions are drawn 

as bars or rectangles in the graphic representation of the Petri net . 

3. B E Nmxn is the backward incidence matrix and describes the arcs and their respec

tive weights from the places to the transitions. 

4. FE ~mxn is the forward incidence matrix and describes the arcs and their weights 

from the transitions to the places. 

Further. P n T = 0. The incidence matrix C of the Petri net N is defined by C = F- B. 

Definition 2 .2 M a rkings , Marked Petri nets and Covering 

A marking A! of a marked Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F, M 0 ) is a vector M E Nm giving a 

distribution of tokens among the places in P. M0 is the initial marking and is the marking 

of the Petri net in its initial .<:fate. A marking M' is said to cover a marking M " if and 

only if M' ~ M " , that is, if and only if M'(p) ~ M"(p) Vp E P. 
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This mat rix notation of Petri nets will he used throughout this thesis but is equivalent 

to the functional not ation often used in t he literature. Furthermore, when referring to 

an element of the backward or forward incidence matrices or an element of a marking, 

a functional notation will he used; for example, B(]J, t) describes the arc from the place 

p E P to the transitio n t E T a.nd its a.rc weight. 

Definition 2.3 Enabled Transitions and Transition Firings 

Given Petri net N = (P, T, B , F) . a transition f; E T is said to be enabled at a marking 

M ' of N if and only if M ' ~ Be; where e; is the unit vector with a 1 as the i -th component. 

A transition t ; E T enabled at a marking M of N may fire yielding a new marking M" of 

N defined by M" = M' + (F - B)e; = M' + Ce; . 

F igure 2.1 shows an example of a. marked Petri net N 

{pt,P2·P:J}, T = {tt ,t2 ,t3,t4}, 

B= r~ ~ ~ ~ J . F =r ~ ~ ~ ~ J 
0100 0001 

and MJ = [1. 0, 1]. 

(P,T,B,F,Mo) with P 

Figure 2.1: Example of a. marked Petri net 

Definition 2.4 Reachability 

The firing of a transition usually changPs the marking of a Petri net. If Mt was the 

marking before the firing of a transition t E T and if fo.h the marking after firing t then 
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Ah is said to bf' directly reachable' fmm 0\!1 by fiT'in.g t and is written M 1 ~ M2 0 The 

reachabilit_v set is the transitive and refln:ive closure of direct reachability and is written 

R(Mo)o R(M) is the set of all possible markings reachable from the marking Mo 

Equations (201) show the reachab ili ty set for the marked Petri net in Figure 201. 

uT 
0 

MT 
l 

MT 
2 

MJ' 
MJ 
MT 

!j 

[1, 0, 1] 

[0, 1. 1] 

[0, 2, 0] 

[1, 1, 0] 

[2,0, 0] 

[0,0, 2] 

Definition 2.5 Firing Sequence and Transition Sequence 

Let N = (Po To B , F, Mo) be a Petri net with an initial marking, a sequence 

(2 01) 

of transitions 1; 1 ,ti2 , ooo,tik E T and markings Mo,Mt,M2,ooo,Mk E R(Mo) is called a 

firing sequence or occurrence sequence if and only if 

t, 
Mj-1 - 1 \1j for j = 1,2, 000,/,; 

this is also written Mo ~ Mko The ji1oing sequence is often shown without any markings 

and in this case it i called a t ransit ion sequ ence and is written C7 = ti 1 ti2 0 0 0 tik 0 

If C7 = f t t2 o o o tk is a firing sequence then #( e7, ti) is a count of the number of times the 

transition ti appears in the sequence C7 0 

Definition 2 .6 Language of a Petri Net 

Given a Petri net N = ( P , T, B. F. M 0 ), the set of all possible firing sequences from M 0 is 

denoted by L( N) and is called the language of the Petri net N 0 

Definition 2 . 7 Pre-set and Post-set 

For an element 11, E PUT the se t • u is called the pre-set of u and u • is called the post-set 

of u and are defined as follows: 

lo • t = {p E P: B(p, t) ::f 0} and is the set of all input places of the transition t E To 

20 te = {p E P : F(p, t) ::f 0} and is the set of output places of the transition t E To 
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3. • p = { t E T: F(p. t) i:. 0} and is th e sf'f of all input transitions of the place p E P. 

4. p• = { t E T : B( p, t) i:. 0} and is thP set of all output transitions of the place p E P. 

For a subset U s;; P U T , the pre-set of U . • U and post-set of U , U • are defined as: 

• U U • u and 
uEV 

U• U u•. 
uEV 

Definition 2.8 Siphons and Traps (BT87) 

Let N = ( P. T. B , F ) be n. Petri net. A nonempty subset S s;; P is called a siphon if and 

only if • S s;; S • . A nonempty su.b.<~ e f Q s;; P is called a trap if and only if Q • s;; •Q. 

A siphon 's behaviour is such that as the Petri net evolves (under firing of transitions) and 

the si phon is emptied of all tokens then it will remain empty for any further evolution of 

the Petri net. A trap's behaviour is jus t the opposite; as the Petri net evolves and the 

trap becomes marked with a token then it will be marked for any further evolution of the 

Pet ri net. Siphons a re often called deadlocks in the literature, however (Mur89) prefers 

the term siphon as deadlocks can be con fu sed with its more usual meaning of a circular 

wait condit ion. 

Definition 2.9 Isolated Places and Isolated Transitions 

A Petri net N = ( P, T , B, F) is said to have n.n isolated place p E P if and only if • p = 0 
and p• = 0. Similarly, the Petri net N is said to have an isolated transition t E T if and 

only if • t = 0 and te = 0. 

The notions of connected, strongly connected, (simple) paths and cycles, etc. as defined 

for directed graphs in, for example, (Evel9] are required in this thesis. 

This thesis assumes that Pet ri nets do not have isolated places or isolated transitions as 

an isolated place can never change its mar king and an isolated transition can never change 

the marking on any place. Fu rthermore. it is possible to consider only connected Petri 

nets in the analys is of Petri nets, as disconnected components can be analysed separately 

as connected components. 

Petri nets are suitable for modelling systems in which parallelism and synchronisation 

take place. These p roperties are embodied in the notions of conflict and concurrency . 

For a discussion of t hese notions and the applicability of Petri nets to the modelling of 

distributed systems with synchronisat ion. see [Pet81]. 
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Definition 2 .10 Co nflict [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T, B. F, Mo), if more than one transition is enabled at a marking 

M E R( Mo) and the firing of one of the enabled transitions, for instance t; E T , causes one 

of the other enabled transitions t j E T to be disabled, then the two transitions, t;, tj E T 

are said to be in conflict. 

Definition 2.11 Co ncurrency [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T, B . F. Mo). if two transitions t;, tj E T enabled at a marking 

M E R( Mo) do not affect each other in any way, and the possible firing sequences from 

M include some in which f ; occurs first and some in which tj occurs first , then the Petri 

net N is said to display concurrency. 

Definition 2 .12 S ubnets and Generated Subnets [GSW80] 

Let N = ( P. T, B, F ) be a Petri net. A nPl N' = ( P' , T', B' , F') is called a sub net of N if 

and only if P' ~ P, T' ~ T and 

F'(p,t) = { F(~,t) 

'( { B(p, t) B p, t) = 
0 

if p E P' and t E T' , and 

otherwise, and 

if 7J E P' and t E T' , and 

otherwise. 

The sttbnet generated by the A ~ P is the Pf'lri net N' = (A, T', B', F') where 

T' = U • p U p• , 
pEA 

{ 

F(p,t) 
F'(p, t) = 

0 

B'(p, t) = { B(~, t) 

if p E A and t E T' , and 

otherwise , and 

if p E A and t E T' , and 

otherwise. 

Simila-rly, the subnet generated by A~ T i.<: the Petri net N' = (P', A, B', F' ) where 

P' = U • t u t•, 
tEA 

F'(p, t) = { F(~, t) 

B' (p, t) = { B(~, t) 

if p E P' and t E A , and 

otherwise , and 

if p E P' and tEA, and 

otherwise . 
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2.2 Behavioural Properties 

This section introdu ces a few defin it ions of properties that are dependent on the initial 

marking. such properties are ter med bFhn.vioural properties as they pertain to the be

havioural or dynam ic evolution of the PPtri net. 

Definition 2.13 Bounded 

A Petri net N = (P,T, B , F,Af0 ) is said to be k-bounded , kEN. or simply bounded if 

and only if VU E R ("Af0 ) , lvl(p) ~ k Vp E P tt•here M(p) is the number of tokens in the 

place p E P at marking ME R( Mo). 

Definition 2.14 Sa fe 

A Petri net N = ( P , T, B , F, M o ) is said to be safe if and only if it is 1-bounded. 

Definition 2.15 Live [Rei85] 

In a Petri net N = (P, T, B, F, Mo). a lmnsition t E T is said to be live if and only if 

VM E R( Mo), 3M' reachable from Af such that M ' enables t. The Petri net N is said to 

be live if and only if "it E T, t is live . 

Definition 2.16 P roper Termination [Ber86a] 

A Petri net N = ( P , T, B , F, Mo) is said to term inate properly if and only if N is bounded 

and a given final marking AI E R( Mo). in which no transition is enabled, can be reached. 

Definition 2.17 Home State 

For a Petri net N = ( P , T , B , F, M 0 ) a marking M' E R(M0 ) is said to be a home state if 

and only if V M E R ( 1\10 ), M ' is reachable fm m M. 

Definition 2.18 Unavoidable State [Ber86a] 

For a Petri net N = ( P , T , B , F, M0 ). a marking M E R(Mo ) which is a home state is 

said to be an unavoidable state if and only if all firing sequences from M 0 lead to M. 

Definition 2.19 Pseudo-live [Ber86a] 

A Pet ri net N = (P, T , B , F , M0 ) is said to be pseudo-live if and only ifVM E R(M0 ) , 3t E 

T such that t is enabled. 

Definition 2.20 Quasi-live [Ber86a] 

A Petri net N = ( P , T , B , F, Mo) is said to be qua.s i-live if and only if "it E T , 3M E R(Mo) 

such that t is enabled. 

This thes is concentrates on the well behaved properties, that is, the properties of liveness 

and boundedness, and on well hehaved Pet ri nets , that is , those that are both live and 

hounded . 
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2.3 Structur al Properties 

This section introd uces a few definitions of properties that are independent of the initial 

marking, such properties are termed structural properties as they describe the Petri net 

independent of a particular init ial marking. 

Definition 2.21 St ructurally Bounded [ES90] 

An unmarked Petri net N = ( P, T. B, F) is said to be structurally bounded if and only if 

for all possible initial markings M~ the Petri net N' = ( P, T, B, F, M~) is bounded. 

Definition 2.22 St ructurally, Live [ES90] 

An unmarked Petri net N = ( P, T, B. F) is said to be structurally live if and only if there 

exists an initial marking M~ sur.h that the Petri net N' = ( P, T, B, F, M~) is live. 

2.4 Classes of Petri nets 

Some of the results and transformat ions mentioned in this thesis pertain to subclasses of 

Petri nets. The following classes of Petri net feature quite prominently in the literature 

on transformations of Petri nets . 

Definition 2.23 Ordinary Petri Net 

A Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F) is called an ord inary Petri net if and only if 

B(p, t) E {0 , 1} Vp E P and Vt E T and 

F(p, t) E {0, 1} Vp E P and Vt E T. 

The term "ordinary" is somet imes used to refer to Petri nets as defined in Definition 2.1 

to dist inguish them from Coloured Petri nets (CP ), Stochastic Petri nets (S P N) or 

Generalised Stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) . However, this should not cause any confusion 

as these extensions to Petri nets are not discussed in this thesis. 

Definition 2.24 State Machine 

A state machine is an ordinary Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F) such that I • ti = 1 and it • I = 1 

for all t E T. 

This definition of a state machi ne is used in [Mur89], [Pet81] and [Rei85]. However, there 

is another often used definit ion; [BT87] . who proves several liveness and safeness results 
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for the classes of Pet ri nets in this section, only requires that I • tl ~ 1 and It • I ~ 1 for all 

t E T. [BT87] call such a Petri net an S-net and the Petri net defined in Definition 2.24 

an S-graph . State machines are thus also called ?-graphs or S-graphs. Definition 2.24 is 

preferred in this thesis as it is used in this form in some of the Petri net transformation 

literature (see. for example, [Des90]). TIH• definition of state machine (above) is also more 

intuitive as a finite state machine never has a "half" arc leaving a state or a "half" arc 

entering a state. 

Definition 2.25 Marked Graph 

A marked graph is an ordinary Petri net N = ( P, T, B , F) such that I • PI = 1 and IP • I = 1 

for all p E P. 

As with state mach ines , there is also another often used altE!rnate definition of a marked 

graph; [Mur89]. [Pet81] and [Rei85]use the definition above, while [BT87] only requires 

that I• PI ~ 1 and IP • I ~ 1 for all p E P. [BT87] defines T-nets and T -graphs analogously 

to S-nets and S-graphs, respectivel.v. Definition 2.25 of a marked graph is preferred in this 

thesis for the same reasons that Definition 2.24 is preferred (unless stated otherwise). 

[Rei8.5] also requires that marked graphs are strongly connected. Marked graphs are also 

called event grnphs, T-graphs or decision free nets (because there is no conflict of enabled 

transitions). 

Definition 2.26 Free Choice Net 

A free choice net is an ordinary Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F) such that IP • I ~ 1 or • (p• ) = 
{p} for all p E P. 

Other classes of Pet ri nets that appear in the Petri net literature, such as extended free 

choice nets and asymmetric choice nets or simple nets, have not featured in the Petri net 

transformation literature and so are omitted from this discussion. 



Chapter 3 

Analysis Techniques 

Petri nets are a. powerful medium for describing the behaviour of systems. Some of the 

important advantages of Petri nets over other modelling techniques are: 

• Graphical representation of the system being modelled. 

• There is often a direct translation between the real world system being modelled 

and the structure in the Petri net model. 

• The model can be a.s abstract or as detailed a.s required by the modeller. 

• Analysis techniques have been devised to detect certain properties in the system 

being modelled (assuming the model is a correct representation of the system) or in 

the model itself assuming that the system being modelled is well behaved. 

In this chapter the analysis techniques t hat have been developed for Petri nets are dis

cussed. In summarising the analysis techniques and their results, this chapter introduces 

the problem that ha.s been stud ied in this thesis: the complexity of Petri net transforma

tions as they apply to the simplification of the analysis of Petri nets. 

Two analysis techniques have been developed for Petri nets: reachability and coverability 

trees, and matrix equations. These techniques are presented in this chapter together with 

a discussion of thei r problems. In addition to these techniques, a number of results have 

been developed which characterize li veness and boundedness in certain classes of Petri 

nets; these results are also summarised in th is chapter. Omitted proofs can be found in 

the references cited . 

14 
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3.1 Reachability and Coverability Trees 

The reachability set R( M0 ) of Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F, M0 ) can be drawn as a directed 

graph with root M0 . The nodes of the graph are thus the markings in the reachability set 

and a directed edge connects those markings that are directly reachable from one another. 

For example, a directed edge exists in the reachability tree from node Mi to node Mj 

labeled t k if M; ~ Mj. 

Figure 3.1 depicts the reachability graph of the marked Petri net in Figure 2.1 on page 7. 

Figure :3.1: Reachability graph of Petri net 

By removing back edges from the reachability graph and duplicating the nodes at the ends 

of these back edges as du.plicnle nodes, the reachability graph is transformed into a tree 

called the reachability tree. Nodes in which no transitions are enabled are called terminal 

nodes. Nodes which are neither duplicate nodes nor terminal nodes are termed interior 

nodes. 

The reachability tree is generated by a procedure that is known as the token playing game: 

The initial marking is added as a node. For each of the transitions that are enabled at the 

initial marking a new marking is generated by simulating the firing of the corresponding 

transition. This n w node and arc labeled with the transition that fired to cause the 

new marking, are added 'to the rea.chability tree . From this new marking, all enabled 

transitions are again considered, adding further nodes and arcs to the reachability tree. 

The procedure terminates by realising that certain nodes are duplicates and that it is not 
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necessary to furth er investigat0 the firing of enabled transitions from a. duplicate marking. 

The analysis of Petri nets using the reachahility tree is performed by a walk of the tree. 

However , in the case of unbounded Petri nets the reachability tree is not finite and so this 

analysis technique cannot be used for unbounded Petri nets. To overcome this problem a 

finite representation of the rea.cha.bility tree. called the coverability tree, is used. 

The coverability tree is built in the same way as the reachability tree except that, in 

addition to detecting duplicate markings, the procedure detects cycles in the reachability 

tree that generate strictly covering markings which are not just duplicate markings. The 

places corresponding to these covered components of the new marking are unbounded. 

To represent an un bounded component in a marking a new symbol w is used. In order 

to further generate the coverahility tree it is necessary to define arithmetic rules for w: 

Vk EN, 

w+k w 

w- k w 

k < w 

w < w 

The algorithm for generating the roverahility tree IS described in [Pet81], [Mur89] and 

[BK93]. 

To illustrate the problem of using the coverability tree for Petri net analysis, consider 

the problem of deciding boundedness and liveness of a given a marked Petri net N = 

(P, T. B. F, Mo). [Pet81] describes the work of Lipton who constructed a Petri net which 

could count to 22
n and then states that the existence of such a Petri net shows that the 

reachability problem requires at least exponential time and space. Further, [Pet81] states 

as an important corollary to this construction: "The Petri net which is constructed is 

bounded, since the number of tokens in any place cannot exceed 22
n. This means that 

any algorithm to de termine bounded ness of a. Petri net must also require exponential time 

and space." The algorithm to generate the covera.bility tree, [Pet81] and [Mur89], must 

have at least an exponential worst case complexity. This complexity is in terms of the 

number of places and their interconnections to transitions in the case of Lipton . Also, 

[Rei85] mentions that it is decidable whether a. Petri net is bounded or not with a space 

complexity of2cslogs, where sin this case is the sum IPI + ITI + L pE P Mo(p) and cis some 

constant. 

Thus without direc tly determining the space and time complexities of the algorithm to 
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generate the coverability tree it must at lea.st have a worst case complexity of 

2c5 where S = IPI + ITI + L l!og2 Afo(P)l 
pEP 

17 

Generating the covera.bility tree dec ides whether the Petri net is bounded; if the symbol 

w was used in the covera.bility tree then the Petri net is unbounded; otherwise the Petri 

net is bounded. Thus the space and time complexities to determine boundedness of the 

Petri net is a.t least 2cS. 

If the Petri net is not bounded then the coverability tree cannot be used to determine 

whether or not the P etri net is live as thew symbol is a loss of information. For example, 

in a reachability problem in which it has to be decided whether a particular marking with 

a.n odd number of tokens in place Po is reachable and the only marking that covered this 

place had an w symbol in this place then it would not be possible to determine whether this 

marking was reachable from the coverability tree a.s such information is lost by introducing 

thew markings. A similar problem exists for liveness ; [Pet81] gives an example of two Petri 

nets with the same covera.bility tree one of which can deadlock while the other cannot. 

After deciding that the Petri net is bounded . the covera.bility tree, which now coincides 

with the rea.cha.bility tree. can be used to test for liveness; [Ba.a.88] describes a.n algorithm 

that splits a. digraph into strongly connected components. The input to the algorithm 

is a. graph G = (V, E) (represented by linked adjacency lists) and the output is a. list of 

the vertices in the strongly connected components. This algorithm has a time complexity 

of O(max(llfl, lEI)) and a space complexity of O(llfl +lEI) thus in terms of the original 

problem the time and space complexities are still 2c5 . 

The problem of deciding whether the Petri net is live now reduces to determining whether 

or not each transition ofT appears in all the strongly connected components a.s labels of 

arcs. At worst all the arcs of the covera.bi lity /rea.cha.bility tree will have to be examined 

once with time and space complexity 0(1 £1). Therefore in terms of the Petri net the 

complexities in space and time are still exponential. This intractably large coverability 

tree and hence reacha.bility set is referred to a.s the state space explosion problem. 

3.2 Matrix; Equations 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T . B, F, Mo) in which a. transition t; E T is enabled at the 

marking M' E R( Mo) and Af' ~ M" E R( lila) then M" is defined by 

Af" = A1' + Ce;. 
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Ce; is the column vector of C corresponding to the transition t ; E T. Similarly for a 

transition l j enabled at the new marking !II": 

AI'" AI" + C ei 

M' + Cei + C eJ 

M' + C(e; + ej ) 

Assume that a= t ;1l i2 ... t ;k and that !1!0 ~ Mk then 

Mo+Cf (3.1) 

where f = e; 1 + e;2 + · · · + e;k is called the firing count vector and whose components give 

the number of times each of t.he transitions in T fired in the sequence a, that is, 

f= 

Equation (3.1) is referred to as the state equation and can be used to verify certain invariant 

properties of all reachable markings; multiplying Equation (3.1) on the left by v E f';lm 

yields 

(3.2) 

If v E Flm, v :f. 0 , f :f. 0 then Ah = M0 implies that vTC = 0: 

Definition 3.1 Place Invariants [Mur89] 

Given a Petri net N = ( P , T, B. F). A vector v E f:lm , v :f. 0 such that vT C = 0 is called 

a place invarian t or simply a P-invariant. Jf v is a ?-invariant then {p E P: v(p) :f. 0} is 

called the support of v. A support is minimal if no proper subset of it is also a support. If 

each element of v is nonnegative then v is termed a positive P-invariant. The Petri net N 

is said to be covered by po.r:;itive ?-invariants if and only if 'Vpi E P there exists a positive 

?-invariant v ,r:;uch that v(p;) :f. 0. 

Definition 3.2 P-components [GSW80] 

The subnel generated by the support of a ?- invariant is called a P-component. 

P -invariants give a sufficient condit ion for boundedness of Petri nets: 
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Theore m 3. 1 [Re i85] LP.t N = ( P. T. n. F. M 0 ) be a Petri net. If N is covered by positive 

?-invariants then is bounded. 

From Equation ( 3.1) it can also be SC'en that if Ah = Af0 then C f = 0. In other words, 

a firing count vector that leaves the marking invariant : 

D efi nit ion 3 .3 Transitio n Invariant [Mur89] 

Given a Petri net N = (P,T,B, F) , a vee/or f E Nn, f ::/:0 such that Cf = 0 is called a 

transition invariant or simply a T -invariant. Iff is a T-invariant then {t E T: f(t) ::j:. 0} 

is called the support of f. t<.·finima.l supports and positive T-invariants are also defin ed 

for T-int•arian/ .c; analogously to their ?- invariant counterparts. 

Boundedness and li veness give a. sufficient condition for the existence of positive T-invari

ants: 

Theorem 3 .2 [R ei85] Let N = (P, T, D. F, M0 ) be a Petri net. If N is bounded and live 

then N is coven'd by positive T-invarirmls. 

Invariant analysis does not provide a met hod of deciding liveness in Petri nets. Further

more, it does not give necessary conditions for boundedness in Petri nets; a Petri net may 

be bounded yet not covered by positive P-invariants. 

Although it is not possible to characterize structural liveness for a general Petri net (see 

[Mur89]), structural boundedness can be characterized using matrices: 

Theo rem 3 .3 [Mur89] Let N = (P,T.B,F) be a Petri net. N is structurally bounded 

if and only if there exis ts v E l'!+m such that vT C ::; 0. 

3 .3 Classes of Petri Nets 

Analysis techniques have also been established for classes of Petri nets which do not require 

the generation of t he coverabilit~' tree. This section presents some of these results for the 

classes of Petri nets defined in Chapter 2. 

Without generating the coverability tree or resorting to invariant analysis it is possible to 

decide whether a st ate machine is live and for a live state machine it is possible to decide 

whether it is bounded: 
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Theo rem 3 .4 [BT87] LP.t N = ( P, T. n. F . . U0 ) be a slate machine. N is live if and only 

if N is strongly connected and Ala "/; 0. 

Theorem 3 .5 Let N = ( P, T. B. F. A£0 ) be a state machine. N is bounded. 

Proof Since I • tl = 1 and It • I 
destroyed as transitions fire. 

1 for all t E T, tokens can neither be created nor 

0 

Under the alternate definition of a state machine mentioned in Chapter 2, a state machine 

is bounded if it is strongly connectE-d . This strongly connected condition just ensures that 

I• tl = 1 and It • I = 1 for all t E T (assuming that state machines are connected). 

Furthermore. for marked graphs, the following results characterize liveness and bounded-

ness: 

Theorem 3 .6 [Mur89] Let N = ( P, T. B, F, Mo) be a marked graph. N is live if and 

only if every simple cycle of N contains a place that is marked at Mo. 

Lemma 3.1 [Rei8 5] Let N = ( P. T, B. F, M0 ) be a marked graph and let w 

.. . , Pn) be the places of a cycif~ of N. Thm for all markings M E R( Mo) 

n n 

L M(p;) = L M0 (pi). 
i=O i= O 

(po, P1 , 

Theorem 3.7 Let N = (P, T, B. F, M 0 ) be a live marked graph. N is bounded if and only 

if N is covered by imple cycles, that is, for all u E P U T there exists a simple cycle 

containing u . 

Proof If N is covered by cycles then, by Lemma 3.1, N is bounded. If N is not covered 

by cycles then there must be an edge of the marked graph ti --+Pi --+ ti+l such that either 

l; does not have any input places or ti+l does not have any output places. If ti has no 

input places then t i can fire a n arbitrary number of times in succession, thus Pi is not 

bounded. and so N is not bounded. If t;+ 1 has no output places then it can always empty 

Pi of any tokens placed on it. If the number of tokens that can be placed on Pi is finite 

then the ti+l can remove them all and the marked graph is not live. If there is no limit to 

then number of tokens that can be placed on Pi then Pi cannot be bounded as ti+l does 

not have to fire. so the marked graph is not bounded. 0 

Finally. for free choice nets, liveness is characterized by: 
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Theorem 3.8 [BT87] Let N = ( P, T. TJ . F, M 0 ) be a f ree choice net. N is live if and 

only if every siphon of N contains a trap which is marked at Mo. 

In order to characterize bou ndedness in live free choice systems, the following definition 

and results are used: 

Definition 3.4 Ex tended Free Choice Net [Mur89] 

An extended free choice net N = ( P, T, B , F) is an ordinary Petri net in which 

Theorem 3.9 [BD90] Let N = (P, T, B , F, M0 ) be a live extended free choice net. N is 

k -bounrled if and only if N is covered by strongly connected ?-components which have no 

more than k tokens at Mo. 

Theorem 3.10 LEt N = (P, T . B. F, M0 ) be a live f ree choice net. N is bounded if and 

only if N is covered by strongly connected ? -components. 

Proof Let N = ( P, T, B , F, M 0 ) be a live and bounded free choice net . N is an extended 

free choice net (extended free choice nets are a superclass of free choice nets), so N must 

be covered by P-components by T heorem 3.9. Now let N = (P, T, B , F, M 0 ) be a live and 

unbounded free choice net . By Theorem 3.9 N is not covered by P -components since M0 

is always assumed to be fin ite. 0 

[BT87] also give results t ha.t characterise safeness in these classes of Petri nets. 



Chapter 4 

Computational Complexity 

In discussing the com putational complexity of Petri net transformations in Chapter 6, 

reference is made to certain notion s of complE-xity and results. This chapter defines those 

notions of complexity that will bE> used later in this thesis together with some of the results 

that are required to classify certain problems according to their complexity. This chapter 

also motivates the use of Pascal as a reasonable computation model , it describes the stan

dard encodings that will be used throughout this thesis to encode problem instances, and 

the data structures used to encode Petri nets . The discussion below assumes familiarity 

with some notions of formal languages from sources such as [HU79] or [HU69a] . 

4.1 Models of Computation 

This thesis endeavours to give bounds on the worst case complexities of the decision 

problems on the _applicability of certain Petri net transformations. This means that the 

problems can be considered from a language theoretic point of view; the applicability of 

a transformation co rresponds to deciding whether a word over some alphabet describing 

an instcmce of the problem by a (deterministic mu.ltitape) Turing machine belongs to 

a particular language. That is. for all possible instances of the problem some Turing 

machine halts with an output symbol on the tape of "yes" (accepting the word) if the 

transformation is applicable and "n o" if the transformation is not applicable. Such a 

Turing machinE' is termed an algorithm or effective procedure [HU79]. Under Church's 

hypothesis this formal definition of a.n algorithm should not conflict with the intuitive 

notion of an algorithm . However, from a. programming point of view, the Turing machine 

is equivalent in computing power to the modern digital computer [HU79] . 

The measure of time and space complexity of such problems is usually expressed in terms 

of a worst case upper bound as a. function of the length of the problem instance on the 

22 
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tape presented to t he Turing machine. [f this length is n then T(n) and S(n) represent 

the worst case time and space complexities, respectively, for the decision problems; T(n) is 

the maximum number of moves the Turing machine makes before entering a halt state and 

S(n) is the maximum number of tape cells scanned before entering a halt state [HU79]. 

The Turing machine model is too clumsy to describe algorithms and in this thesis the pro

gramming language Pascal (level 0) is used to describe algorithms that are to be analysed 

[ JW83]. That the Pascal model is polynomially equivalent to the Turing machine model 

(under logarithmic costs), in terms of the complexity measures T(n) and S(n), follows 

from the following f cts: 

• A Pascal compiler can produce rode for a. random access machine (RAM) or a 

random access stored program machine (RASP) in such a way that each Pascal 

statenwnt produces a pol,vnomially bounded (in the length of the statement) number 

of R.A. of or RASP instructions. 

• The RAM an d RASP models are pol,vnomially related to the Turing machine model 

(under logarithmic cost) [AHU74]. 

In this thesis logarithmic costs are ignored and the complexity of algorithms is given in 

terms of the numb r of times the most significant operations are performed, usually the 

number of timE:'s loops are executed. The intent is to illustrate that the algorithm, and 

hence the problem, is polynom ia.lly bounded. Furthermore, procedures and functions will 

be assumed to he expanded in-line so that their complexity is also taken into account. 

[AHUH] use the above argument to motivate the use of a language called Pidgin Algol as 

a suitable model of computation equivalent to the Turing machine model in both power 

and complexity. The equivalence of Pidgin Algol and Pascal is obvious. 

The complexity measures will be given in terms of their asymptotic upper bounds or 0-

notation {see, for example, [CLR90]) . For the sequel, T(n) and S(n) of an algorithm will 

imply a high level programming language model of computation. 

4.2 Reasonable Problem Encodings 

An abstract decision problem is a. binary relation mapping a set of problem instances onto 

the set of solutions {"yes", "no"}. Before a.n algorithm can be applied to an abstract 

problem, the problem needs to he encoded: the resulting problem instance is known as a 

concrete decision problem. 
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The complexity mea sures T(n) and S'(n) above are measures of complexity of concrete 

problem instances as they are functions of the length of the problem instance on the tape. 

However, it is not the com plexity of the concrete problem that is important, since it may 

depend on the particular encoding chosen and may not reflect the inherent complexity of 

the abstract problem. It is clear then that a suitable standard encoding is required. If an 

algorithm accepts a single number 1.~ as input then provided this number is not represented 

in unary then all othe r ·'reasonable" encodings (for example, binary, decimal or ASCII) 

are polynomially equivalent [CLR90]. 

Tt1 this thesis numbers are assumed to be rE-presented in binary in the standard encoding; 

thus the number 1.: requires flog 2 1.: l bits to represent in the standard encoding. Lists of 

numbers in the standard encoding will be encoded as the individual numbers separated 

by some delimiting tape symbol. The length of such a list of numbers will be taken 

to be the sum of the lengths of the individual numbers. Arrays will be encoded with 

their dimensions followed by their E-ntries as lists of numbers. The space required for the 

dimensions can be ignored as this is never significant compared to the space required to 

encode the entries. T hus the length required to encode an array of numbers will be taken 

as the sum of the lengths of the entries of the array. The alphabet of the language that is 

used to describE' problem instances is thus~ = {0, 1}. If G is an abstract problem instance 

then (G) represents the concrete encoding of the problem in the standard encoding. 

Of the popular representations of graphs and digraphs, adjacency matrices or adjacency 

lists (see, for example, [Baa88]), th is thesis uses adjacency matrices to represent graphs 

for the following reasons : 

• The incidence matrices can be thought of as adjacency matrices . In particular, for 

a Petri net N = (P, T, B . F) the corresponding adjacency matrix, A, would be 

• The conversion between the two representations can be performed in polynomial

time and are hence polynomially equivalent. 

• The complexi ty of the sparse (few edges) and the dense case do not have to be 

separatE-ly given. 

• The high level language model of computation chosen is only polynomially related 

to the Turing machine model (under logarithmic cost). In addition, the particular 

encoding chosen is one of several possible polynomially related suitable encodings 
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and so any fu rther polynomial abstractions will not materially change the results 

(the set of polynomials are closed under function composition). 

If N = ( P, T, B, F, Afo) is a marked Petri net describ ing an abstract problem then (N) = 
(B)(F)(M0 ), that is, the encoding of t lw Petri net is the concatenation of the encodings 

of the individual matrices used to descr ibe the Petri net . 

4.3 Complex ity Classes 

In defin ing the complexity classes used in this thesis, it is necessary to define the smallest 

classes first, as the definitions of some of the larger classes use the notions of the smaller 

classes : 

Definition 4.1 C o mplexity Class LOGSPACE (vEB90] 

A language L is said to belong to the complexity class LOGSPACE if and only if 

L = {:z: E {0, 1}. : 3lvf: {0, 1 r ~ {''yes"}: SM(Ixl) = O(k log lxl)}, 

where k is a constant and AI is a Turing machine that recognizes strings in L (the class of 

languages are recttr ively enumerable and not necessarily recursive, that is, M need only 

accept strings of a language belonging to the complexity class and not necessarily decide 

such strings). * is the Kleene closure operator. 

Definition 4 .2 C omplexity Class P [CLR90] 

A language L is said to belong to the complexity class P if and only if 

L = {x ~ {0, 1}.: 3A: {o.l} · - {''yes", "no"}: TA(Ixl) = O(lxn}, 

where A is an algorithm that decides sh·ings in L and c is some constant . TA is the time 

complexity measure of algorithm A . 

The fo llowing resul t was used implic it ly in Definition 4.2: 

Theorem 4.1 [Br o89] If a language L can be recognized by a Turing machine in poly

nomial-time. then there is a Tu1'ing machine that decides L in polynomial-time. 

The follow ing addi t ional defin it ion is req ui red in order to define the complexity class NP. 
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D efinition 4 .3 Ver ification Algorithms and Certificates [CLR90] 

A verification algori t hm is a two argument algorithm A( x, y) where x is an input string 

and y is a binary string called a certificate. A verifies the input string x if there exists a 

certificatey such that A(x,y)= ''yes". 

Definition 4.4 Com plexity Class N P [CLR90] 

A language L is said to belong to the complexity class NP if and only if 

L = {x ~ {0, 1}.: 3y: IYI = O(lxn: A(x, y) = "yes"}, 

where y is a cPrtificate, A is a polynomial-time verification algorithm and c is some con

stant. A is said to verify language L in polynomial-time. 

It is often useful to be able to say whether a particular problem is at least as hard as any 

problem in a. particu lar class. The following notion of reduction is used in the definition 

of hardness for a complexity class: 

Definition 4.5 Log-space and Polynomial-time Reductions 

A problem X is said to be log-space reducible (polynomial-time reducible) to a problem 

Y, wrilfen X ~LOGSPACE Y (.Y ~P Y) if and only if there exists f: {0,1}*-+ {0,1}* 

computable in logarithmic bounded space (polynomially bounded time) mapping instances 

of X onto instances of Y such tha t if an algorithm A : {0 , 1 }* ....... { "yes", "no"} decides Y 

then A o f decides X. If the complexity of the reduction f is such that for any problems 

X and Y, X ~f Y, and X E C implies Y E C, for some complexity class C, then f is said 

to be compatible with C. 

Definition 4.6 H a rdness for a Class Under a Class of Reductions [Joh90] 

Given a problem X and a compleJ:ity class C. lf Y ~LOGSPACE X for allY E C then X 

is said to be C-hard under log-space redu ct ions . Similarly, if Y ~P X for all Y E C then 

X is said to bP C-hard under polynomial-time reductions. 

This notion of hardness is used, in turn . in the definition of complete classes : 

Definition 4 .7 C o mplexity Clas.s NPC [CLR90] 

A language L ~ {0, 1 }* is sai{l to be NP-complete or NPC if and only if L satisfies the 

following two rondit ions: 

1. L E N P . and 
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2. L is NP-hard (NPH) under polynomial-lime reductions. 

The function f is termed a reduction function and the corresponding algorithm a reduction 

algorithm. 

A problem is defined as tractable if it is in P (see , for example, [GJ79]). Since it is not 

known whether P = NP it is not possible to decide whether a problem in NP is tractable 

unless it can also be shown to he in P (P ~ NP). However, many researchers believe that 

P f:. NP. Strong circumstantial evidence of the intractability of the problem can be found 

in the fact that many problems. none of which have a known polynomial-time algorithm, 

have been shown to belong to NPC. It is for this reason that the time complexity measure 

T( n) is used in this t hesis as a. means of deciding the tractability of a problem. 

Lipton showed that the reacha.bility problem required at least exponential time and space 

[Pet81]. The following complexity classes, of exponential worst case complexities, are 

required to understand the complexity of the reachability problem. 

Definition 4.8 Complexity Class EXPTIME [vEB90] 

A language L is said to belong to the compleJ·ily class EXPTIME if and only if 

L = {x E {0, 1}*: 3M: {0.1}*- { "yes"}: Tu(lxl) = O(k21xlc)} , 

where k and c are constants and M is a Turing machine that recognizes strings in L. 

Definition 4.9 Complexity Class EXPSPACE [vEB90] 

A language L is said to belong to the complexity class EXPSPACE if and only if 

L = {x E {0, 1}*: 3M: {0, 1}*--" { "yes"}: Su(lxl) = O(k21xlc)}, 

where k and c are constants and AI is a Turing machine that recognizes strings in L. 

Lipton's results actually show that the reach ability problem is EXPSPACE-hard under 

log-space reductions [JLL 77]. 

The complexity hiera rchy for the complexity classes mentioned above, excluding hard and 

complete classes, is as follows [vEB90]: 

LOGSPACE ~ P ~ NP ~ EXPTIME ~ EXPSPACE. 

Under the assumption that P f:. JVP , the containment of P in its superclasses is proper. 

Furthermore. since hardness of a. problem with respect to a given complexity class gives 
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a lower bound on the worst cas(' compkxity (for example, a problem that is JVP1t is at 

least as hard as any problem in NP). it follows that P and NP1t, or EXPSPACE-hard 

are disjoint. 

The following notions and results concerning complementary languages and complemen

tary complexity clas ses are us('ful in proving certain problems intractable: 

Definition 4.10 Complement of a Language (Joh90] 

If L is a language over some alphabet ~. then its complementary language is Co-L 

E*- L . 

The complexity class P is closed under complement. This well known result follows from 

Theorem 4.1: 

Theorem 4.2 If L is a language in P. then Co-L is also in P. 

In this thesis a number of problems are shown to be Co-NP1t and Co-EXPSPACE-hard. 

This is sufficient to p rove the intractability of such problems, since such a problem cannot 

be in P according to Theorem 4.2 and the fact that both NP1t and EXPSPACE-hard 

are disjoint from P . 

4.4 Complex ity of Certain Useful Problems 

In order to prove the complexity bounds for certain problems it is often possible to find a 

polynomial-time reduction to the problem from some other problem of known complexity 

thus showing that the new problem is at least as complex as a known problem. Alterna

tively, it may be p ssible to show that two problems , one of known complexity and the 

other of unknown complexity are polynomially equivalent (polynomial-time transforma

tions exist from either problem to the other) thus establishing that the problems have the 

same complexity. Also , for proving problems to be NP1t it is sufficient to show a poly

nomial-time transformat ion from any NPC problem to the problem of interest [CLR90] . 

In all the cases above it would be useful to have a collection of problems of known com

plexity. This section introduces certain such useful problems of known complexity. Those 

theorems that include proofs are due to this author except where noted otherwise. Proofs 

of the theorems that are merely stated can be found in the references indicated. 
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4.4.1 Three Conjunctive Normal Form Satisfiability 

This problem concerns the existence of a truth assignment to a boolean expression such 

that the boolean expression is satisfied: 

Definition 4.11 Three Conjunctive Normal Form Satisfiability Problem [GJ79] 

Let X = { x1 , ••. , xh } be a set of boolean variables and J = /\l=l (a~ V a2 V a~) a boolean 

formula, where aj = Xk or •Xk. Xk E X. The problem of deciding whether an assignment 

to the variables in X exists, such that .] is satisfied is called the three conjunctive normal 

form satisfiability problem or :'J-CNF-SAT. 

Theorem 4.3 [GJ 79] Deciding whether there exists a truth assignment satisfying a given 

three conjunctive normal form boolean expression is .f\!PC. 

4.4.2 Integer Linear Inequalities and Equations 

A number of problems can be formulated as systems of integer linear inequalities or as 

systems of linear equations that require integer, nonnegative integer or {0, 1} solutions, 

depending on the particular problem. A number of such problems are dealt with in this 

thesis. The complexity of snch problems is thus useful as it enables one to determine 

the complexity of other problems. The complexity of the general cases of these problems 

is well established. However, some problems can be formulated as restrictions of these 

problems; for example, the homog!:'neous cases of some of these problems are also used 

in this thesis. Cited below are some results concerning the complexity of these problems 

and, following that, proofs of the complexity of the restricted problems used in this thesis. 

The linear programming problem, or LP, is defined as follows: 

Definition 4 .12 Linear Programming Problem 

Given a matrix A E Q mxn and a column vector b E Qm does there exist an x E Q n such 

that Ax ::; b? 

The integer linear pm gramming problem. or TLP, is defined as follows: 

Definition 4.13 Integer Linear Programming Problem 

Given a matrix A E Q mxn and a column vector b E Qm does there exist an x E Nn such 

that Ax ::; b? The {0, 1} int!:'ger linear programming problem, or ZERO-ONE ILP, is 

defined as for the ILP problem except that the solution vector x is required to belong to 

{o,l}n. 
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The homogenemts integer l£nem· progmmming problem, or HILP, is defined as follows: 

Definition 4.14 H omogeneous Integer Linear Programming Problem 

Given a matriJ· A E IQ! mxn does there exis t an x E Nn such that Ax ~ 0 and x f:. 0? The 

{0, 1} homogeneous integer linear programming problem, or ZERO-ONE HILP, is defined 

as in the H lL P rase except that the solution vector x is required to belong to { 0, 1} n. 

In all cases the ent ries of A and b can be specified as pairs of numbers, a numerator and 

a denominator, both specified as binary numbers . The length of an instance of the above 

problems is taken to be the sum of the length of the entries of A and b (in the case of 

ILP ). Note that all the entries of .4 and b can be multiplied by the product of all the 

denominators and the result will he a matrix and a vector with integer entries and this 

new problem instance will have a solution if and only if the original problem instance had a 

solution (both problems admit the same solutions). Furthermore, this transformation is a 

polynomial-time transformation and the increase in problem size is polynomially bounded 

(the size is at most squared) . The sequel assumes that the entries of A and bare integers 

[vEB79J. 

Theorem 4.4 [NW88] Deciding whether there exists a solution to a given LP problem 

is in P. 

In the following sense, the LP problem is among the hardest problems in P: 

Theorem 4 .5 [DLR79] The J,P problem is P-hard under LOGSPACE reductions. 

Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4 . .5 together show that the LP problem is P-complete under 

LOGSPACE reductions. 

Theorem 4.6 Decicling whether a solution exists to a given ZERO-ONE ILP problem is 

NPC. 

The following result shows that all problems of systems of linear equations and inequalities 

over Z, f'l or {0.1} are in NP: 

Theorem 4. 7 [vzGS78] Given A' E z mxn, b' E zm, C' E z pxn and d' E Z P, then the 

problem of deciding whether there e:x:is ts an x E zn (or {0 , l} n) such that A'x = b' and 

C'x ~ d' is in .VP. 
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For example, the HILP problem can he s('en to be NP by letting A'= 0, b' = 0, d' = 0 

and 

The following proof is part of the proof of Th('orem 4.8 from [HU79]: 

Proof The problem is in NP by Theorem 4.7. To show the problem is NP1t: Assume an 

instance of 3-CNF-S AT and the notation from Definition 4.11. Construct an instance of 

ZERO-ONE ILP as follows: Corresponding to each of the clauses a~ V a~ V a-1 ( i = 1, ... , l) 

of J, introduce the constraint 

This ensures that each clause evaluates to true. Also, to ensure that for each x; E X when 

x; = 0 then -,x ; = 1 and vice versa., add the constraints 

x; +..,Xi > 1 

- x;-...,x; > -1 

The resultant ZERO-ONE ILP problem has a solution if and only if J is satisfiable with 

some truth assignment. The problem is thus NP1t and hence NPC. 0 

Theorem 4.8 [HU79] Deciding whether a solution exists to a given ILP problem is NPC. 

The proof in this thesis that the ZERO-ONE HILP problem is NPC requires the com

plexity of a restricted homogeneous {0, 1} linear programming problem, which is defined as 

follows: 

Definition 4.15 The ZERO-ONE SHILP Problem 

Given a matrix A E zmx n does the7·e eJ'i.~t an X E Nn such that Ax ::; 0 and X ! = 1 where 

x 1 is the first component of x? 

Theorem 4.9 Deciding whether a solution exists to a given ZERO-ONE SHILP problem 

is NPC. 

Proof The problem is in NP by Theorem 4.7. To show that the problem is NP1t: Given 

an instance of the ZERO-ONE ILP problem. Ax ::; b, introduce a new scalar variable, 
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y. The given instan ce of the ZERO-ONE TLP problem ha.s a. solution if and only if the 

following instance of the ZERO-ONE SIIILP problem 

[ y l [-biAJ x ~ O suchthaty=1 

has a solution. The problem is thus NP-ha.rd and this completes the proof that the problem 

IS P-complete. 0 

Theorem 4.10 Deciding whether a 8olut ion to a given ZERO-ONE HILP problem exists 

is NPC. 

Proof The problem is in NP by Theorem 4.7. To show that the problem is NP'H a 

polynomial-time reduction from the problem proved to be NPC in Theorem 4.9 is used: 

Given an instance of ZERO-ONE SHILP, Ax ~ 0 , x1 = 1 and A E zmxn, construct an 

instance of the ZERO-ONE HILP problem. A'x ~ 0, A' E z (m+n-t) xn, by adding the 

constraints 

-x1 + x2 < 0 

-x1 + X3 < 0 

to Ax ~ 0. This ZERO-ONE J-TILP problem has a nontrivial solution x E {0, l}n if and 

only if the given instance of ZERO-ONE SJ-fTLP has a solution, that is, with x1 = 1 since 

x1 = 0 =} x2 = 0, X 3 = 0, ... , Xn = 0 which is a trivial solution. Thus the ZERO-ONE 

HILP problem is NP'H. This completes the proof that the ZERO-ONE HILP problem is 

NPC. o 

Theorem 4.11 [WW86] Deciding whether a solution exists to a given LP problem is in 

P. 

Theorem 4.12 Deciding whether a solution exists to a given HILP problem is in P. If 

any component of a solution were constrained by a positive lower bound then the problem 

is still in P. 

This simple proof was pointed out by David S. Johnson: 
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Proof Given an ins tance of HTLP, rl.1· < 0. the problem can be formulated as an LP 

problem by adding the constraints 

X1 + X2 + · · · + .'l:n > 1 

X1 > 0 

X2 > 0 

Xn > 0. 

A solution to the HILP problPm exists if and only if a solution to the constructed LP 

problem exists, because the homogeneit.v of the problem allows any rational solution to be 

scaled to an integer solution. Since the scaling involves multiplying by positive integers, 

any component satisfy ing a. positive lower bound will sat isfy the constraint after scaling. 

0 

The complexity of t he homogeneous system changes if the system is required to be 

bounded . The complexity result in this case follows from a polynomial-time reduction 

from a. restricted kn a psack problem whi ch is a lso NPC: 

Definition 4.16 T he Knapsack Problem [GJ79] 

Given a vector a E fin and B, A. E N, B ~ A. , does there exist a vector x E {0, l}n such 

that a · x ~ B and a · x ~ K ? 

The following result cited in [GJ79]: 

Theorem 4.13 The knapsack problem in Definition 4.16 is NPC. 

Definition 4.17 A Special Bounded Homogeneous Integer Linear Program

ming Problem (SBHILP) 

Given a matrix A E ~mxn, b E 1'1 and a component index k, does there exist an x E f:!n 

such that Ax ~ 0 , Ax ~ be (e is the vector with each component equal to one) and Xk ~ 1? 

Theorem 4.14 Th e SBHILP problem is NPC. 

Proof The SBHILP problem is in NP by Theorem 4.7. The proof that the problem is 

NP'H follows from a reduction from the kn apsack problem: Consider an instance of the 

knapsack problem in Definition 4.1 6; a E f\ln and B , J( E f:!. The system 

a· x < B 

a· X > J{ 
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where x E {0, qn ca n be rewritten 

a · x - [\. y < B - K 

a · x - A'y > 0 

34 

where y = 1 and x E {0, l} n. This system can be augmented with additional constraints 

to get an equivalent system with solu tions x E Pin : 

a · x- A'y < B-K 

( B- A" )xi < B- /{for i = 1, 2 , ... ,n 

( B- K )y < B- I\ 

a·x- A' y > 0 

( B- l\')x; > 0 for i = 1. 2, ... , n 

( B- 1\')y > 0 

where y = 1 a.nd x E {0 , qn. Since y E {0. 1 }. t he requirement that y = 1 can be written 

y ~ 1. Thus an instance of the SDHTLP problem has been created which has a solution if 

and only if the g iven knapsack proble m has a solution. Thus SBHILP is NP1t and hence 

NPC. 0 

Also of interest are problems involving systems of linear equations. The integer p·rogram

ming problem. or IP, is defined as follows : 

Definition 4.18 Integer Programming Problem 

Given a matrix A E ::zmxn and a column verlor b E ::zm does there exist an x E ~n such 

that Ax= b? The {0, 1} integer programming problem, or ZERO-ONE JP, is defined as 

in the IP case except that the solution vPclor x is required to belong to {0 , l}n. 

Theorem 4.15 [Sa h74] Deciding whethPr there exists a solution to a given IP or ZERO

ONE JP problem is N PC . 

If the IP problem allowed X E z n (or X E Qn) then deciding whether a solution exists is 

P: 

Theorem 4.16 [Knu69] Given a matrix A E :zmxn and a column vector bE ::zm, deciding 

whether there e:rists a vector X E zn surh that Ax = b is p. 

Table 4 .1 , adapted from [WW86], summaries these results; the left hand column gives the 

domain for the solut ion vector x, the top row shows the problems. 
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Ax~ b 
.r\.x > 0 

Ax= b 
Ax < boe 

a· x = b0 Ax~ 0 a· x ~ bo 

lQn p p p p p p 
;zn .VPC NPC p p p p 
fin NPC NPC NPC NPC p p 
{o.l}n NPC NPC NPC NPC NPC p 

Tablf' 4 .1: Complexity of int.egN linear inequalities and equations 

4.4 .3 Petri net Reachability, Coverability and Liveness 

The problems listed in this sert ion and their complexities will be useful when proving 

problems regarding the dynam ic behaviour o f Petri nets. 

Definition 4.19 R eachability Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P,T. fl .F,Al o) and a marking M, isM E R(Mo)? 

Definition 4.20 Submarking Reachability (SMR) Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = ( P, T, B . F, Mo) . a subset P' ~ P and a marking M', does there 

exists a marking M" E R( Mo) such that M " (p) = M'(p) f or all p E P'? 

Definition 4.21 Zero Reachability (ZR) Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P,T, B ,F,Afo), does there exist a marking ME R(Mo) such that 

M(p) = 0 for all pEP? 

Definition 4.22 Single Place Zero Reachability (SPZR) Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F, !110 ) and a place p E P, does there exist a marking 

ME R (Mo) such that M(p) = 0? 

Definition 4.23 T he Liveness Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T, B . F, A£0 ). For all transitions t E T, is t live? 

Definition 4.24 Single Transition Liveness (STL) Problem [Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = ( P, T, B , F, Af0 ) and a transition t' E T, is t' live? 

Theorem 4.17 [P et81] The reachability problem, the SMR problem, the ZR problem, the 

S PZ R problem. the liveness problem and lhe STL problem are all polynomially equivalent. 

The following result of Lipton is cited in [JLL 77]: 
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Theorem 4 .18 The reachability problem i8 E XPS PACE-hard. 

Since the rearhahili ty problem ts EXPSPACE-hard so are all the problems of Theo

rem 4.17. 

Definition 4.25 T he Coverability Problem (Pet81] 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T, B, F, !110 ) and a marking M'. Does there exist a marking 

M E R( Mo) such that M ~ Af' ? 

Definit ion 4.26 Su bmarking Coverability Problem 

Given a Petri net N = (P.T,B.F,Mo) . a marking M' and a subset P' ~ P. Does there 

exist a marking ME R( Mo) such that 1\I(p) ~ M'(p) for all p E P'? 

The following result, due to Lipton, is cited in [JLL77]: 

Theorem 4 .19 The coverabilily problem is EXPSPACE-hard. 

Theorem 4 .20 The SMC problem is EXPSPACE-hard. 

Proof Given an in stance of the coverahility problem, construct an instance of SMC by 

taking P' = P. 0 

Finally, the decidability of the reachabi lity, coverability and liveness problems are estab

lished by the following two results : 

Theorem 4.21 (Pet81] The covembility problem is decidable. 

Theorem 4.22 (M ay84] The reachability problem is decidable . 
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Petri N et Transformations 

The liveness and boundedness problems for Petri nets were introduced in Chapter 1. The 

discussion in Chapter 4 has shown that the analysis of these properties in the general 

Petri net is expensive. Petri net transformations have been proposed which preserve cer

tain properties (for example, some subset of properties defined in Chapter 2) and which 

may help ii1 the an a lysis of the Petri net to determine such properties. Reduction trans

formations reduce t he size of the Petri net and, possibly, the size of the coverability or 

reachability trf'e, thus reducing the complexity of any analysis using coverability or reach

ability trees. Synthesis transformations ca.n be used to synthesize a Petri net model by 

adding to a simple Pet ri net , in which the desired properties hold, additional places, tran

sitions and arcs producing a model in which the properties are guaranteed to hold and 

thus no analysis is needed to determine such properties. 

D efinit ion 5.1 Transfor mation Rule 

Consider a Petri net N = (P, T, B, F, A/0 ). Let SN be the set of all Petri nets. A transfor

mation rule R is a rewrite rule together with a predicate P : SN -+ { true,Jalse} that pro

duces a new Petri net N' = (P', T', B', F', !If~) , written N ~ N', provided P (N) = true. 

The transformation ntle describes how the Petri N' is derived from N. The predicate P is 

called the application condition for the transformation rule R . The Petri net N is called 

the source and N' the target. 

Although the definition above specifies marked Petri nets, transformation rules can also 

be defined on unm arked Petri nets. 

D efin itio n 5.2 P r operty Preser v ing Transfo rmatio n 

Let R be a tmnsformation rule. N = ( P, T, B , F, A10 ) , N' = (P', T' , B', F', M~) be Petri 

37 
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nets such that N .B:_ N' and If'! C bF a class of Petri nets characterised by a set of 

properties C p. The transformation rule R is said to be property preserving with respect 

to C p if N E C ¢::::::? N' E C. Surh a transformation rule is said to be strongly sound 

with respect to Cp. Jf N E C =:::} N' E C then the transformation is said to be sound with 

respect to Cp (according to [Esp.91]). 

The hi-implication (strong soundness) in the above definition is required in order for the 

transformation to be able to d0cide properties when used as a reduction transformation. 

This is because the properties <HE' not known to hold in either the target or source Pet ri nets 

and an analysis of the properties in thC' one must hold in the other. For a transformation 

to be used as a synthesis transformation it need only be sound with respect to its preserved 

properties. This is because the desired properties are known to hold in the source Petri 

net and so it is only required that this imply that they hold in the target Petri net. 

A reduction transfo rmation can be reversed and used as a synthesis transformation and 

a synthesis transformation can be reversed and used as a reduction transformation if 

the properties are strongly sound with respect to the synthesis transformation. In this 

thesis a transformat ion is considered to be a reduction transformation if it reduces the 

size of the Petri net (either in the number of places , transitions, arcs or arc-weights) and 

a synthesis transformation if it increases the size of the Petri net. The direction of the 

transformation will be taken such that the application condition predicate is defined on 

the source Petri net . The application conditions of certain Petri net transformations that 

appear in the literat ure appear to specify application conditions on the target Petri net; 

these are. however, merely the rules specifying how the target Petri net is derived (see, 

for example, Esparza's refinement rules in Definition 5 .18) . To classify a transformation 

rule as "reduction" or "synthesis" based on the specification of its application conditions 

does not mean that the reverse transformation does not have an application condition 

based on the reversed transformation's source Petri net. This can be seen, for example, in 

the refinement of places using the S-transformation (Section 5.2.5) and merging of places 

(Section .5.3.2). This consideration of transformations allows the transformations in the 

literature to he trea ted as propost>d by their respective authors and in certain cases both 

the reduction and synthesis transformations are studied. 

Synthesis transformations often start with a particular Petri net in which the properties of 

liveness and boundedness are known to hold. The smallest such Petri nets have only one 

place and one transition, anything smaller would be either an isolated place or an isolated 

transition. 
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Definitio n 5 .3 Atomic Net 

A Petri net N = ( {pl}, {td, B. F) u·here B , F E fl 1 x 1 is called an atomic net . If the place 

p1 is marked lh Pn the marked Petri net is also called an atomic net. 

Certain classes of reduction transformations aim to reduce a given Petri net into a Petri net 

in which it is a st raightforward problem to decide certain properties. The atomic net is an 

example of such a Pet ri net in which liveness and boundedness analysis is straightforward. 

This chapter surveys the transformations that have been proposed in the literature. Only 

transformations tha t preserve both liveness and bounded ness ("well- behavedness" ) have 

been considerf'd. For example, transformation rules R 1 and R 2 (which, together, generate 

a class of Petri nets called state marhine decomposable nets) from [Esp90] and transforma

tion rule TA 4 (addition of non-rest ricting nets) from [Ber86a] have not been considered. 

In addition. the synthesis work of [YC88] considers rather specialised connections to re

stricted Petri nets, and has not been included in this thesis. Apart from this "filtering", 

all the transformations that the author has come across in the literature are included in 

this thesis . In the following sections reduction transformations are surveyed. These are 

followed by synthesis transformations a nd then finally, transformations that completely 

reduce classes of Pet ri net. [Mur89] describes six simple transformation rules that preserve 

liveness, boundedness and safeness, however, these are special cases of other transforma

tions and hence are not included in this snrvey in their simple forms. 

5.1 Reduct ion Transformations 

The transformations in this section are due to [Ber86a], [Ber86b] and [BRV80]. These 

transformations make localised changes to the structure of the Petri net and sometimes 

also to the initial marking. Other transformations in [Ber86a], which Berthelot calls 

addition of nets are synthesis transformations (see Section 5.2). 

The Petri net properties that are preserved by these transformations can be split into 

three groups [Ber86a]: 

1. General reacha bilit y. These are the properties that describe the set of all reach

able markings: 

• Safety, 

• Boundedness and 

• S-invariant covering. 
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2. Specific reachab ility. These properties describe the rea.chability of special mark

ings: 

• Proper termination, 

• Home state and 

• unavoida ble state. 

3. Trans it ion liveness . These properties concern the liveness of transitions: 

• Pseudo li veness, 

• Quasi-liveness and 

• Liveness . 

Furthermore, [Ber86a] splits application conditions into two groups : 

1. Structural co nditions . T hese application conditions depend only on the (static) 

structure of the Petri net and not on the dynamic behaviour of the Petri net . 

2. Behavioural conditions. These application conditions depend both on the dy

namic behaviour and on the particular initial marking (as well as the structure) of 

the Petri net . 

The application conditions considerPd here concern themselves as much as possible with 

the structure of the Petri net but some need a partial knowledge of the dynamic behaviour 

and as such are marking dependent. 

According to [Der86a] the "classes" of transformation are: 

• Place transformations (see Sections .).1.1, .) .1.2 and 5.1.3), 

• Fusion of transitions (see Sections .) .1.4 , .).1.5 and 5.1.6) and 

• Addition of Petri nets (see Sec tion .5.2) . 

5.1.1 Simplificat ion of Redundant Places 

If a place is such tha t its marking can never inhibit the firing of any transition connected 

to it thPn it is are unda.nt place. This transformation removes redundancies with regard 

to a place by remov ing arcs from tran sitions surrounding the place. If all arcs are removed 

then the place can be removed from the Petri net. Such places are said to be redundant 

which [Ber86a] defi es in terms of the application conditions of this transformation: 
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Definition 5.4 Redundant Place. ;I plare p' E P is said to be redundant if and only 

if there exists an m-vector v E zm such that the following four conditions apply: 

v(p) { ~ 0 if p = p' and 
( 5.1) 1. 

0 if p :I p'. 

2. 3b E f'l : vT Af0 = b. (5.2) 

3. vT B ~beT (5.3) 

where e is the n-vector with a one for each component. 

4· ( 5.4) 

These conditions are a reformulation, b.v the author, in linear algebra of the conditions 

given in [Ber8oa]. This linear algebra formulation allows the problem to be compared 

to (integer) linear programming problems. Definition .5.4 is the definition of structurally 

redundant places in [Ber86a.] probably because it does not depend on the evolution of 

the Petri net. However, it does depend on the initial marking and therefore should be 

considered a behavioural property and not a st ructural property. 

After having identified the redundant place the transformation can be performed by re

moving all edges in •p' and p'• , then for every transition, t; E T, an edge with weight 

(5.5) 

is added from t to p'. If all the weights W£ are zero then the place p' is isolated and can 

be removed. 

Table 5.1 from [Ber86a] lists properties which remam invariant under simplification of 

redundant places. In this table and all the other tables that list properties preserved by 

transformations, the second column gives the soundness of the transformation with respect 

to the property; {::::::? indicates that the transformation is strongly sound, ==> indicates 

that the transformation is sound, and ¢::= indicates that the reverse transformation is 

sound. Furthermore, the third column gives additional conditions that must be satisfied 

for the property to be sound. 

Figure .5.1 from [Ber86a] shows a part of a Petri net that has a redundant place, P3 in 

N. N' is the same part of the Petri net after the transformation of simplifying redundant 

places. In this example all the weights are zero and the place P3 has been removed. 
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Property Conditions 
Bounded <==:;> 

Safe ==:} 

S-invariant Covering <==:;> {::: 'Vt; E T, W j = 0 
Proper Termination <==:;> 

Home State <==:;> =? 'Vt; E T , W j = 0 
Unavoidable state <==:;> =? 'Vt; E T, Wj = 0 
Pseudo-Live <==:;> 

Quasi-Live <==:;> 

Live <==:;> 

Table .5.1: Properties invariant under simplification of redundant places 

P3 

N N' 

Figure 5.1: Simplification of redundant places 
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5.1.2 Fusion of Doubled Places 

When one combines two places in to a single place and is able to distinguish to which of 

the original two places tokens in the combin!:'d place belonged (by markings on sets of 

other places) then t he two places are doubled. [Der86a] defines doubled places in terms of 

the applicat ion con itions of this transformation: 

Definition 5.5 Doubled Places [Ber86a] 

Two places p. p' E P, p =f. p' are doubled if and only if the following application conditions 

hold: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4-

5. 

3ft, /2, ~ P : p E It and Vt E T : p E • t ===> 3q E /2 : q E • t 

and an m-vector v E zm such that 

{ 

> 0 if p E /1, 

v(p) < 0 if p E h and 

= 0 oth erwise . 

3/; . !~, ~ P : p' E 1; and Vt E T : p' E • t ===> 3q E /~ : q E et 

and an m-vector v' E zm such that 

{ 

> 0 if p E l~ , 
v'(p) < 0 if p E I~ and 

= 0 otherwise. 

v'TMo ~ 0. 

v'TB 2:0T. 

v'T(F- B) ~QT. 

VM E R(PN, Mo) : 

'LqEh M(q) > 0 ===> 'LqEl~ M(q) = 0 and 

L_qEl~ M(q) > 0 ===> 'LqEl2 M(q) = 0. 

Vt E T: 

B(p , t) > 0 ===> B(p'.t) = 0 and 

B(p' , t) > 0 ===> B(p, t) = 0. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5 .8) 

(5 .9 ) 

(5.10) 
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After having identified two places as being doubled places the transformation can be 

performed. This is done by fusing tlw two doubled places, that is, places p and p' are 

removed and a single place, p11
, is inserted into the Petri net such that • p" = • p U • p' and 

p". = p • up' •. 

Table .5.2 from [Ber 6a] lists properties which remain invariant under fusion of doubled 

places. 

Property Conditions 
Bounded <==> 
Safe <==> 
S-invariant Covering <==> ~ v(p) = v(p') 
Proper Te rmination <==> 
Home State <==> 
Unavoidable state <==> 
Pseudo-Live <==> 
Quasi-Live <==> 
Live <==> 

Table 5.2: Properties invariant under fusion of doubled places 

Figure .5.2 from [Ber86a] shows a par t of a Petri net N that contains doubled places p and 

p' and the same par t of the Petri net N' after the transformation of fusing the doubled 

places. 

5 .1.3 Fusion of Equivalent Places 

If the set of markings reachable after the firing of one transition is the same for two 

different places because of the markings of those places then the places are said to be 

equivalent [Ber86a]: 

Definition 5.6 Equivalent Places [Ber86a] 

Let N = ( P, T, B, F, M0 ) be a marked Petri net. Two places P1, P2 E P are equivalent if 

and only if 3t1 • t 2 E T, t1 f:. t2 such that the following conditions hold: 
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N N' 

Figure .).2: Fusion of doubled places 

5. 3t E T : Pt E t • and 3t E T : P2 E t • . 

After having established that the places p1 and p2 are equivalent, the transformation is 

performed by fusing places p1 and P2 as described above in Section 5.1.2. Transitions 

t 1 and t 2 are identical transitions and can subsequently be fused (see the algorithm in 

Section 5.1.4 for fusion of transitions). 

Table 5.3 from [Ber86a]lists properties which remain invariant under fusion of equivalent 

places. 

Property Conditions 
Bounded ~ 

Safe ¢:::= 

S-invariant Covering ~ ::;. v( pt) = v(p2) 
Proper Termination ~ 
Home State ~ <= Ah(pt) = 0 and Mh(P2) = 0 
Unavoidable state ~ <= Mu(Pt) = 0 and Mu(P2) = 0 
Pseudo- Live ~ 

Quasi-Live =:::} 

Live ~ 

Table .) .3: Propert if's invariant under fusion of equivalent places 
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Figure 5.3 from [Ber86a] shows a part of a Petri net N containing equivalent places, p1 

and P2 and the same part of the Petri net N' after fusion of the equivalent places to form 

the place Po· 

N N' 

Figure .5.3: Fusion of equivalent places 

5.1.4 Post-Fusion of Transitions 

Sets of transitions TF and TH can he fused if all the transitions in TF have a single place p 

as input, and the place p has as only inputs the transitions of TH. More precisely, [Ber86a] 

defines structural post-fusion in terms of the application conditions of the transformation: 

Definition 5. 7 Structural Post-Fusion (Ber86a] 

Let N = (P, T, B, F , Mo) be a mm·ked Petri net. A subset TF ~ T is said to be structurally 

post-fusible with a subset TH ~ T if and only if 3p E P and m E N+ such that the following 

conditions hold: 

1. Vf E Tp , Vq E P,B(q,f) = { : 
if q = p, 

if q :f. p and 

V f E TF , F(p, f) = 0. 

2. 3f E TF: 3q E P: F(q. f)> 0. 

3. Vh E TH,B(p,h) = 0 and 3kh E f.! : F(p,h) = mkh. 
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'tit E T \ (TH U TF), ll(p. t) = 0 and F(p, t) = 0. (5.11) 

Once the sets TF and TH are found, such that TF is post-fusible with TH, the transformed 

Petri net is obtained by performing the following procedure: Let N = (P, T, B, F, M0 ) 

with T = TF U TH U To where TF and TH are structurally post-fusible. The Petri net 

N' = ( P', T', D', F' , A!~) can be constructed by fusing the sets TF ~ T and TH ~ T of 

post-fusible transitions: 

Algorithm 5.1 Fus ion of Transitions 

1. P'- P. 

2. Tf. -· - TF and for each fh E Tl-1 and for a ll p E P , either one of the following conditions 
hold: 

3. 

(a) th. n. TF = 0 and •th n Tp• = 0 t.hen for all t, E TF: 

i. B'(p, t/) +- B(p , th) + B(p. t1) Vth E TH and Vt1 E TF . 

ii . F'(t/ , p) +- F(t,,p) + F(t,.,p) Vth E TH and Vt1 E Tp. 

(b) th • n • TF =/= 0 then for a ll t1 E Tp : 

i. B'(p , t /) +- B(p ,t,) + max{O, B(p,t1)- F(th,p)} Vth E TH and Vt 1 E Tp . 

ii . F'(t/ . p) -. - F(t1.p) + max{O . F(th ,P)- B(p , tJ)} Vth E TH and Vt1 E TF. 

(c) •t h n TF• =/= 0 then for a ll t1 E Tp : 

i. B'(p ,t/) +- B(p,tf) + max{O , B(p,th)- F(t1, p)} Vth E TH and Vt1 E TF. 

ii. F'(t/ . P) +- F(th,p) + max{O , F(iJ ,P)- B(p , th)} Vth E TH and Vt 1 E TF . 

T' +- T~ U Tf., where 

(a) T6- To . 

(b) B'(s',t') ~ B(s , t) Vs' E P' and Vt' E T.' 0 together with the corresponding s 
P and t E To. 

(c) F'(s' , t') +- F(s , t) Vs' E P' and Vt' E T~ together with the corresponding s 
P and t E To . 

4. M~ +-Mo. 

E 

E 

Algorithm .5.1 is not only used for the application condition of post-fusion but is a general 

procedure for the fusion of transitions [Ber86b]. 

Table .5.4 from [Ber86a]lists properties which remain invariant under fusion of post-fusible 

transitions. 

Figure 5.4 from [Ber86a] shows a part of a Petri net N containing sets of post-fusible 

transitions TH = {th}, TF = {t!J,th} with respect to the place p. The figure also shows 

part of the Petri net, N', after performing the transformation which resulted in the removal 

of the place p and transition th, and the replacement of transitions th and th by tj
1 

and 

tl t.' 1 .12 , respec 1ve y. 
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Property Conditions 
Bounded {:=:::} 

Safe {:=:::} <= If no multiple arcs exist. 
S-invariant Covering {:=:::} 

Proper Termination {:=:::} 

Home State {:=:::} 

Unavoidable state {:=:::} 

P seudo- Live {:=:::} 

Quasi-Live {:=:::} 

Live {:=:::} 

Table .5.4 : Properties invariant under fusion of post-fusible transitions 

v N' 

Figure .5.4: Post-fusion of transitions 

48 

t' 
h 
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5 .1. 5 Pre-Fusion of Trans it ions 

As with post-fusion. pre-fusion identifies transitions that can be fused. However, in this 

case, if a transition h has a place pas its only output and it is one of the, possible many, 

inputs of transitions in a set of transitions Tp then Tp is said to be pre-fusible with h. 

More precisely. [Ber _6a] defines "pre-fusible" in terms of the application conditions of the 

transformation: 

Defi n ition 5 .8 Pre-Fusion [Ber86a] 

Let N = (P, T, B, F, Af0 ) be a marh:. d Petri net. A subset Tp ~Tis said to be pre-fusible 

with a transition h E T if rmd only if 3p E P such that the following conditions hold: 

1. Vs E P ,F(s, h) = { ~ if s = p, 

if .s :/= p and 

B(p, h)= 0. 

2. 3s E P: B(s, h)> 0. 

3. Vf E Tp, B(p,f) = 1 and F(p,f) = 0. 

4. Vt E T \ T p U {h}, B(p,t) = 0 and F(p,t) = 0. 

5. Mo(p) = 0. 

6. Vq E P,Vt E T\ {h}, B(q,h) :/= 0 =:} B(q,t) = 0. 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

Once the set Tp of t ransit ions and the transit ion h have been found, such that Tp is pre

fusible with h, the transformation can be performed in the same manner as in Section 5.1.4 

by letting the set TH = { h}. 

Table .5.5 from [Ber86a] lists properties which remain invariant under fusion of pre-fusible 

transitions. 

Figure 5.5 from [Ber86a] shows a part of a Petri net N containing sets of pre-fusible 

transitions with TH = {h}, Tp = {th , th} and p, and the same part of the Petri net N' 

after pre-fusion of the transitions resulting in the removal of place p and transition h, and 

the replacement of t ransitions t h and t h by tj
1 

and t'12 , respectively. 
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Property Conditions 
Bounded <==::> 
Safe <==::> 
S-in variant Covering <==::> 
Proper Termination <==::> 
Home State <==::> 
Unavoidable state <==::> 
Pseudo- Live <==::> 
Quasi-Live <==::> 
Live <==::> 

Table 5 .. 5: Properties invariant under fusion of pre-fusible transitions 

N N' 

Figure 5.5: Pre-fusion of transitions 
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5.1.6 Lateral Fusion of Transitions 

The fusion of laterally fusible transitions is similar to the case of pre-fusible transitions 

except that tlw fused transitions now have symmetric roles in that they either both precede 

a common transition or they both follow a. common transition [Ber86a]. 

Definition 5.9 Lateral Fusion [Ber86a) 

Let N = ( P, T. B, F , Mo) be a marked Petri net. Two transitions t 1, t2 E T are laterally 

fusible if and only if there exists two places p1• P2 E P and a transition tc E T such that 

either: 

1. tc precedes t1 and t 2 and the following conditions hold: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Vt E T\ {tc}, F(p,,t) = 0 and F(p2,t) = 0. 

:ls1 , s2 E P : B( s ,, ti) > 0 and F( s2, ti) > 0 for i = 1, 2. 

B(p1 , td = 1 and "it E T\ {ti}, B(pt,t) = 0. 

B(p2,t2) = 1 anrlVt E T\ {t2}, B(p2,t) = 0. 

fo r i,j = 1,2, if. j, 

F( s, t;) > 0. s E P => B( q, t;) = { ~ 
Mo (p!) = Mo(P2). 

if q =Pi and 

if q f. Pi. 

Vq E P, B(q,ti) > 0 => B(q ,t) = O,t f. t; fori= 1,2. 

2. Or, tc follo ws PI and P2 and the following conditions hold: 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Vt E T\ {tc}, B(p,,t) = 0, and B(p2,t) = 0. 

3s1 , s2 E P : F( s1 , t;) > 0 and B( s2, t;) > 0 fori = 1, 2. 

F(p,,tt) = 1 and "it E T\ {ti}, F(p1,t) = 0. 

F(p2,t2) = 1 and "it E T\ {t2}, F(p2,t) = 0. 

fo r i,j = 1, 2, ·if. j, 

B(s,t;) > O,s E P => F(q,t;) = { ~ 
Mo (pt) = Mo(P2). 

if q =Pi and 

if q f. Pi. 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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(g) Vq E P, F(q.ti) > 0 => F(q,t) = O,t :j; ti fori= 1,2. 

Once laterally fusib le transitions t 1 and l2 have been found then the fusion of t1 and t2 

can be performed using Algorithm .5.1. 

Table .).6 from [Ber . 6a]lists properties which remain invariant under fusion of laterally 

fusible transit ions . 

Property Conditions 
Bounded ¢::::::} 

Safe ¢::::::} 

S- invariant Covering ¢::::::} 

Proper Termination ¢::::::} 

Home State ¢::::::} 

U na.voidable state ¢::::::} 

Pseudo-Live ¢::::::} 

Quasi-Live ¢::::::} 

Live ¢::::::} 

Table .).6: Properties invariant under fusion of laterally fusible transitions 

Figure .5 .6 from [Ber86a] shows a part of a Petri net, N, containing two laterally fusible 

transitions, t 1 and t2 , and the same part of the Petri net, N', with fused transition t12 . 

5.2 Synthesis Transformations 

The transformations in th is section can be used to build Petri net models that are guar

anteed to have cert ain properties . These t ransformations are due to [Ber86a], [Val79], 

[SM83] [Esp90, ES90] and [SX92]. 

The synthesis transformations can be further split into the following broad classes : 

1. N et Addit io ns . These trans formations are performed by adding one Petri net to 

another by fu sing togethe r places or transitions . The application conditions apply 

to the constituent Petri nets (see Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). 

2. Element Refinement. T hese transformations perform a stepwise refinement of 

Petri nets. T his is done by refining transit ions or places of a Petri net by replacing 

the transition or place with a. Petri net (see Sections 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 5.2.6) . 

3. Module Decomposition. This method decomposes a system into subsystems or 

modules. where the modu les are modelled by marked graphs. These modules are 
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N N' 

Figure 5.6: Lateral fusion of transitions 

integrated to form the model of the system. Finally, the modules can be simplified 

without changing the model's behaviour using a "reduction" transformation (see 

Section .5.2.7) . 

5.2.1 Addition of a Derivable Subnet 

This transformation duplicates a subnet of a Petri net. This refines the process by adding 

an alternate path along which tokens can flow. The tokens which take this alternate 

route are removed from the original Petri net, flow through the added subnet and then 

are returned to the original Petri net. This transformation does not change the dynamic 

behaviour of the Pet ri net as each firing sequence in the transformed Petri net has a. 

corresponding firin g sequence in the original Petri net (replacing any transitions in the 

added subnet with the corresponding transitions of the subnet in the original Petri net) 

and each firing sequence in the original Petri net is still a firing sequence in the transformed 

Petri net [Ber86a.]. 

[Ber86a] defin es a derivable su bnet in terms of the application conditions that must be 

satisfied before this transformation can be applied: 
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Definition 5.10 Derivable Subnet [Ber86a] 

Let i\f = ( P, T, B. F, Mo) be a mm·l.:P.d Petri net. A subnet i\15 = (P5 , T 5 , B 5 , Fs) of N zs 

derivable if and only if the follow ing con ditions hold: 

1. N s is an open su bnet of N 1 that zs. Ps contains all the places of P which are 

connected to transitions of T 3 • 

2. Ns is a marked graph (according to the alternate defin ition of marked graphs - see 

Chapter 2). 

3. Ns is connected and con.tains no circuit. 

4. 3t 1 E Ts such that there is a path from lt to every other transition of N 5 • 

5. Ns is not re-ent rant; for all markings !If E R( .U0 ) reached by N 1 every path included 

in Ns (a marked graph) contains at mo.r;t one token . 

6. Ps can be partitioned into: 

• PE ={pEPs :pfi.T.~ • } . 

• Ps ={p E Ps :p f/. • Ts}· 

7. Ns can be Pmptied by firing transitions in Ts and non-conflicting transitions ofT. 

After having identified a derivable su bnet the addition of t he subnet transformation is 

completed in two steps (let Nd be the duplicate of the deri vable subnet): 

1. The inputs of Nd are set to the inputs of Ns and the outputs of Nd are set to t he 

outputs of N 5 , i.e. • Nd = • Ns and Nd• = Ns • · 

2. Nd is added to 

places dist inct . 

by fu sing inputs and outputs of Ns and Nd leaving the internal 

Table 5. 7 from [Ber8Ga] lists properties which remain invariant under addition of a deriva

tive net. 

Figure .5. 7 shows a part of a. Petri net N with a derivable sub net and the same part of the 

Petri net N ' after d uplicating the subnet. 
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Property Conditions 

Bounded ¢::::> 

Safe ¢::::> 

S-invaria.nt Covering ¢::::> 

Proper Termination ¢::::> 

Home State ¢::::> 

U na.void able state ¢::::> 

Pseudo- Live ¢::::> 

Quasi-Live ¢::::> 

Live ¢::::> 

Table .5 . 7: Properties invariant under addition of a derivative net 

N N' 

Figure .') . 7: Addition of a derivable subnet 
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5.2.2 Regulation of Laterally Fusible Transitions 

The application conditions of this transformation are the same as those for fusion of 

laterally fusible transitions (see Section .5.1.6. page .51) . The difference between this trans

formation. and the fusion of laterally fusible transitions, is that instead of having a single 

transition firing, being the fused transition, the firings between the two transitions are 

alternated by the inclusion of a. circuit between the two transitions that contains one 

token. 

Definition 5.11 Regulated Transitions [Ber86a] 

Two transitions ft and t2 may be regulated if and only if they are laterally fusible transi

tions. The rr:gulation is establi.~hed by adding two places Pa and Pb and arcs forming the 

circuit 

containing exactly one to/..:en. 

Table .5.8 from [Ber,_ 6a.]lists properties which remain invariant when two laterally fusible 

transitions are regulated. 

Property Conditions 
Bounded <==::} 

Safe <==::} 

S-invariant Covering <==::} 

Proper Termination <==::} 

Home State <==::} 

Unavoidable state <==::} 

Pseudo- Live <==::} 

Quasi-Live <==::} 

Live <==::} 

Table .5 .8: Properties invariant under regulation of laterally fusible transitions 

Figure 5.8 shows a part of a Petri net N with laterally fusible transitions t1 and t 2 . 

Figure .5.8 also shows the same part of the Petri net N' after transitions t1 and t 2 have 

been regulated by adding the places Pa and Pb, and the arcs to form the circuit consisting 

of these transitions and places. 
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A 

N N' 

Figure .5.8: Regu lation of laterally fusible transitions 

5.2.3 Regulation of Identical Transitions 

Identical transition are those that have the same input places and output places. The 

behaviour does not change if identical transitions in a Petri net are regulated since it does 

not matter which of the ident ical transitions fire a.s the same markings are still reachable. 

Definition 5.12 Identical Transitions [Ber86a] 

Given a Petri net N = (P, T. B. F), a set of transitions {t1, t2, ... , tn} ~Tare said to be 

identical if 

B(p, tt) 

F(p, tJ) 

for all p E P. 

B(p,t2) 

F( p, t2) 

B(p, tn) and 

F(p, tn) 

The transformation is performed by addi ng a set of places Pl, ]J2, ... , Pn to the Petri net 

N and a. circuit 

containing a. non-zero number of tokens. 
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Property Conditions 
Bounded <=::::} 

Safe <=::::} 

S-invariant Covering <=::::} 

Proper Termination <=::::} 

Home State ~ 

Unavoidable state ~ 

Pseudo-Live <=::::} 

Quasi-Live ~ 

Live <=::::} 

Table .) .9: P roperties invariant under regulation of identical transitions 

Table .1.9 from [Ber86a.]lists properties that remain invariant under regulation of identical 

transitions. 

Figure 5.9 shows a part of a Petri net N with identical transitions t 1 and t2. Also shown 

is the same part of t he Petri net N' after adding the places p1 and P2 corresponding to 

each of the identical transitions t 1 and t1. and the arcs to form a circuit of the identical 

transitions and the added places. This circuit must also contain a non-zero number of 

tokens (not shown). 

N N' 

Figure .5.9: Regulation of identical transitions 

5.2.4 Stepwise Refinement of Transitions 

This refinement transformation is performed by replacing a transition of a Petri net, in 

which certain condi t ions hold , by another Petri net, for which certain other conditions 
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also hold such tha.t the resultant P<'tri n<'t is live and bounded. This transformation has 

its origins in [Va179] and wa.s genera li sed h_v [SM83]: 

Definition 5.13 k-enabled Transitions [SM83] 

A Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F, lvfo) has a transition t E T which is said to be k-enabled for 

k E ~+ in N if and only if there exists a marking ME R(Mo) such that 

kB(p, t) ~ kf(p), 'Vp E P. 

Definition 5.14 Block and Associated Petri Net [SM83] 

A Petri net N = ( P, T, B, F. M0 ) with two distinct transitions tin, tout E T is called a 

block. The Petri net B(N, tin> f 0 ut , k) = ( P U {Po} , T, Ba, Fa, Moa) is called the associ

ated Petri net of the block N. and is defined as follows: 

1. Ba(p, t) = { ~ 
B(p.t) 

Fa(p , t) = { ~ 
F(p, t) 

2. 

t = tin-P = ]Jo, 

t ::/= tin·P =Po and 

pEP. 

t = foul' P = Po, 

t ::/= tout· p = Po and 

pEP. 

3. Afoa(p) = 
{ 

k p =Po and 

Mo(p) pEP 

where k E ~J + . 

The place p0 f/. P is called the idle place. 

Definition 5.15 k-well-behaved [SM83] 

A Petri net N = (P,T,B,F,.Af0 ) is said to be k-well-behaved with respect to two distinct 

transitions tin. tout E T if and only if the following conditions hold: 

1. tin is live in B(N,tin,fout,k). 

2. For each a1 E L(B(N,tin•tout•k)) such that #(ai,tin) > #(ai,tout), there ex

ists a2 E (T \ {tin})+ such that a1a2 E L(B(N, tin> tout• k)) and #(ai, tin) = 
#(a1a2, loud · 
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[S M 3] shows that fo r n E n+, if a. Pet ri net ;Y is ( n + 1 )-well- behaved with respect to tin 

and tout, then N is n-well-behaved. 

Let N = ( P, T. B. F, AJ0 ) and N ' = (P', T '. B', F', AI~ ) be Petri nets such that P n P' = 0 

and TnT'= 0. Assu me that for some J.: E r-1 +, a. t ran sition t0 E Tis not (k+1 )-enabled 

in N and that N ' is k-well-behaved with respect to two dist inct transitions tin, tout E T' . 

The transformation of refining transition t0 yields 

N" = TR(N, N ' , to,tin•to 11 t) = (P".T",B",F",Af~') 

defined as follows: 

1. P" = P u P'. 

2. T" = (T U T") \ {10 }. 

0 t E T \ {to} . p E P' , 

0 t E T' \{tin}. p E P, 

3. B"(p.t) = B(p, t) t E T \ { t0 }. p E P, 

B'(p, t) t E T', p E P' and 

B(p. to) t = t i 11 , p E P. 

0 t E T \ {to} , p E P', 

0 t E T' \ {t0 ut},P E P, 

4. F"(p. t) = F(p, t) t E T \ {to} , p E P, 

F'(p, t) t E T' , p E P' and 

F(p, to) t = fout•P E P. 

"( ) { Mo(p) p E P and 5. M 0 p = 
MMp) pEP'. 

Table 5.10 lists properties that remain invariant under refinement of transitions [SM83]. 

Figure .5.10 from [S 183] shows a Petri net N with a. transition t0 that is 3-enabled and not 

4-enabled . Figure 5.11 shows t he Petri net N' which is a block with respect to transitions 

tin and fout and is 3-well-beha.ved and not 4-well-behaved. Figure 5.12 shows the Petri 

net B( N'. tin , font• 3 ) associated with the block and Figure 5.13 shows the Petri net N" 

which is the result of refining transition t0 in N using N' . 

5.2.5 Stepwise Refinement of Places 

This transformation allows a place to be r<>fi ned into a Petri net by introducing transitions. 

The reverse of this transformation. a. reduction , could thus be used to ignore certain 

activities or ev<>nts [SM83] . 
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P roperty Conditions 
Bounded <==> =>'ripE P': 

]J is bounded in B(N',tin,tout,k ) 
Sa fe <==> => B( N', till' taut, 1) is safe 
Live <==> =>'riM E R( Mo) :to is k- enabled 

in ( P, T, B, F, M) and 

B(N' , tin·tout,k) is live 

Tab!C' 5.10: Properties invariant under stepwise refinement of transitions 

to 

Figure .5.10: Petri net N in which t 0 is 3-enabled 

Figure .5.11: Block N' which is 3-well-behaved and not 4-well-behaved 
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Figure .5.12: Associated Petri net B(N',tin•tout,3) of block N' 

Figure .5.13: Petri net N" produced by refining to inN using N' 
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Definition 5.16 S-transformation [SM83] 

Let N = ( P. T. B , F, lifo) be a marked Petri net with some place p0 E P . The Petri net 

N' = ( P'. T'. R'. F'. M~) is derived from N using the S-transformation where 

1. P' = (P \{Po}) U {Pol, Po2}, 

2. T'=T U {t0 } , 

B(po, t) p = Po2 and t :f. to , 

B'(p,t)= 
1 p = Pol and t = t0 , 

3. 
0 p :f. Poi and t = to and 

B(p,t) olhe·rwise. 

F(po. t) P = Po1 and t :f. to , 

F'(p. t) = 
1 p = Po2 and t =to , 

4· 
0 ]J :f. Po2 and t = to and 

F(p , t) otheru•ise. 

MMpl = { 

Mo(p) pEP\{po}, 

5. Mo(po) p =Pol and 

0 P = Po2· 

Table .5.11 li sts properties that remain invariant under the S-transformation [SM83]. 

Property Conditions 
Bound ed {::::::::} 

Live {::::::::} => •Po :f. 0 

Table 5.11: Properties invariant under S-transformation 

Figure 5.14 shows a subnet N of a Petri net N and the place p0 and a subnet N' of the 

same Petri net after applying the S-tra.nsformation to the place p0 [SM83]. The transition 

t 0 introduced by the transformation can now be refined further by using the transition 

refinement transformation described in Section 5.2.4. The preservation of properties is 

transitive so Table .5. 10 and Table 5.11 ran be used to determine which properties are 

preserved by the combined transformations (and the conditions for the preservation). 

5.2.6 Generating Classes of Nets From Kits of Rules 

[Esp90] presented hi s rules in the form of kits which are classes of rules. The name of the 

class of rules or kit is due to the class of Petri nets that it generates (although the Petri 
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N N' 

Figure .5 .1 .:1: Refinement of place Po 

nets produced by a kit need not be restricted to the class) . Of the kits in [Esp90], it is only 

the SUJSB kit which preset:ves li veness and boundedness. The SL&SB kit produces only 

structurally li1'e and structurally bounded Pet ri nets. In t his stepwise refinement technique 

the atomic net is not marked and nothing is said of the actual markings which ensure that 

the system is live and bounded, only t hat such a marking exists . This transformation is 

also described in [ES90]. 

The following definitions are used by [Esp90] to define the transformations of the SL&SB 

kit. 

Definition 5.17 R efinement Kits and Classes [Esp90) 

A refinement ki t is a set {R1 , ... , R~.;} of transformations, called refinement transforma

tions . The class of Petri nets generated by {R 1 , ... , Rk} , denotedN(R1 , ... ,Rk), is the 

smallest class of Petri nets given by: 

• No E N( R 1, ••• , R k), where No is an atomic net in which the arc weights are one. 

• If N E N(Rt , . . . , R~.;) and N 

N ' E N( Rt , .. . , Rk)· 

Definition 5.18 SL&SB Kit Rules 

R ___..:., N " where R ; E {Rt, ... , Rk} then 

Let N = ( P, T. B, F) and N ' = ( P', T', B' , F') be two unmarked Petri nets. The SL&SB 

kit comprises two refin ement ntles R 3 and R 4 ([Esp90} numbered these transformat ion 

rules and did not name them). 
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1. Refinement Rule R 3 • N R 3 N' if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(a) P' = P U {po}, Po rf_ P and T' = T. 

(b) 

and 

B'(p. t) 

F'(p, t) 

B( p. f) Vp E P. Vt E T 

F(p. t) Vp E P, Vt E T 

3t' E T: B'(p0 , t') ::f 0 

3t" E T: F'(p0 , t") ::f 0 

(c) Thf' row in the incidence matri1: corresponding to the place ]Jo is a linear com

bination of the rows corresponding to the other places of N. 

2. Refinement Rule R 4 • N R 4 N ' if and only if 3p E P and a P-graph N " 

( P", T", D". F") ~ N' such that I he following conditions hold: 

(a) N = No or Vt E •p.lt • I > 1 and Vt E p• , I• tl > 1. 

(b) N' is obtained by replacing p in N by N". 

(c) V71'' E P" there exis ts a nath (7/! p" p" ) in N" where p'! and p" 
• 1' zn•···· , ... ,out ' zn out 

are a way-in place (has an input transition outside of N") and a way-out place 

(has an output transition outside of N") of N", respectively. 

(d) Vp" E P" and for all way-out places P~ut E P" there exists and path (p", 

II ) . N" ··· ·Pout m · 

The refinement rule R 4 always operates on places added to the Petri net by the refinement 

rule R 3 except when R 4 is applied to the atomic net N0 [Esp90]. 

Table .5 .12 lists properties that remain invariant under the refinement rules of the SL&SB 

kit (Esp90]. 

Property Conditions 
Structurally Bounded ==:=;. 

Structurally Live ==:=;. 

Table .5.12 : Properties invariant under the refinement rules of the SL&SB kit 

A rule is said to be local if it can be determined whether the application conditions hold by 

examining a small environment of a node of the graph. In the SL&SB kit the refinement 

rule R 4 is a local rule while the refinement rule R 3 is a non-local rule. It has been 

conjectured that it is not possible to generate precisely the class of strongly connected 

graphs using local ru les alone. Since live and bounded Petri nets are strongly connected 
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[Mur89], it may not e possible to synthesize live and bounded Petri nets using only local 

rules [Esp90]. 

Figure .5.1 .5 shows a. P('t ri net which is refined in Figure 5.16 using refinement rule R 4 and 

which is furtlwr refi ned in Figure .5 .17 using refinement rule R 3 [Esp90]. 

Figure .5.1.5: Petri net before refinement using a.n SL&SB refinement rule 

Figure 5.16: Pet ri net a fter application of refinement rule R 4 of the SL&SB kit 
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Figure .5.17: Pet ri net after app li cation of refinement rule R 3 of the SL&SB kit 

[Esp90] also introdu ces a refinement rule R 5 which is a restriction of R 3 , and this rule 

is used to define a new kit that generates exactly the structurally live and structurally 

bounded free choice nets : 

Definition 5.19 T he Free Choice Kit 

Let N = (P, T. B, F) and N' = ( P' , T', B'. F') be two unmarked Petri nets in N(R4 , R5 ) 

{R4 , R 5 } is called the free choice kit where R 4 is as defined in the SL&SB kit and R 5 is 

defined as follows: ~ N' if and only if N ~ N' and the place Po introduced by R3 

is such that !Po • I = 1. 

5.2. 7 Event Gra ph Module Decomposition 

The placement of this work as a synthesis transformations needs some clarification. The 

method described here builds models of systems from components which can be modeled by 

marked graphs and in this sense is a. synthesis transformation. However, the method also 

abstracts the individual marked graphs by a transformation which is actually a reduction 

transformation. 

Event graphs or marked graphs are an important sub-class of Petri nets which can model 

synchronization a.nd in which li venl:'ss and boundedness characterisation is straightforward 

(Chapter 3). 
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Definition 5.20 Augmented Event Graph [SX92] 

An augmented event graph is composed of: 

1. An event graph . 

68 

2. A set of places which make to/,·en.r:; available to the event graph. These are called 

input places. 

3. A set of places which remove tokens from the event graph. These are called output 

places. 

A transition of the event graph which follows an input place is called an input transition. A 

transition of the event graph which precedes an output place is called an output transition. 

The tmnsition.r:; of the event graph e:rcluding the input transitions and output transitions 

are called internal transit ions. 

The models considered are those that use Petri nets in which basic modules are integrated 

to form the model of the system and in which each module can be modelled by an aug

mented event graph . The integration is performed by merging the input and output places 

of the modules [SX92]. 

Definition 5.21 Token Distance [Mur89] 

The token distance d( ti, t j) between two transitions in a marked graph N = ( P, T, B, F, M0 ) 

(ti, t j E T) is the minimum token content among all possible paths from ti to t j at the 

marking Mo . lf no path exists bf'fween ti and tj then the token distance is defined as oo. 

The reduction transformation is performed on each event graph module by replacing them 

with their minimal representations: 

Definition 5.22 Minimal Representation [SX92] 

Given a marked event graph module N = ( P, T, B, F, Mo). Let Tin ~ T , Tout ~ T 

denote the sets of input and output transitions. respectively. The minimal representation 

N' = ( P', T'. B', F' , M~) of N is derived as follows: 

• For all I 1 E T in and for all t2 E Tin U Tout there is a place P12 E P' connecting t1 

to t2 in N' if and only if there exists a path from t1 to t2 in N. 

• The number of tokens in p12 is equal to the token distance from t1 to t2 in the event 

graph N. 
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Property Conditions 
Bounded ¢::::::> 

Live ¢::::::> 

Table 5.13: Properties preserved by replacing event graph modules by their minimal rep
resentations 

Table .5.13 lists properties which remain inva.ria.nt when the event graph modules are 

replaced by their mi n imal representations [SXD2]. 

Figure 5.18 is a.n exa mple of a. Petri net model with modules (details omitted) in which 

input and output pla ces a.nd transitions a.re shown. Figure 5.19 shows the reduced Petri 

net model after replacing the event graph modules by their minimal representations. 

I 
event gri:\j1h modnles- -::., 

, , I 

' ' 

_'i 

' ' ' ' I 

'~ 

Figure .5.18: Petri net with integrated event graph modules 

-- 1 

I 
I 
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event grarh module~ - ->1 

'' I 
' ' 

Figure 5.19 : Petri net with integrated minimal representation event graph modules 
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5.3 Complet e Reduction of Classes of Petri nets 

The kits of synthesis ru les presented in [Esp90] (Section 5.2.6) generated the classes of 

structurally live and structurally bounded Pet ri nets and structurally live and structurally 

bounded free choice nets. Such refinement kits would have to be used in software systems 

where the operator guides the construction of the Petri net , unless some goal could be 

communicated to the software tool. for example, a formal specification in some other 

language. In the ab ence of such goals it would be useful if a kit of rules could reduce a 

constructed Petri n t, possibly restricted to a class of Petri net, to a suitable small Petri 

net or a subclass of Petri net in which the analysis was straight forward. This section 

surveys the proposals of [Des90] and [Esp91], both of which are based on free choice nets. 

[Des90] presents as t of reduction rules that can reduce live and safe free choice Petri nets 

without frozen tokens (defined he low ) and shows that these rules can always reduce such a 

Petri net to either a marked graph or a state machine. [Esp91] presents a set of reduction 

rules that reduces precisely the class of live and bounded free choice nets to an atomic 

net. Unlike the synthesis transform ations of Section .5.2.6 these sets of reduction rules are 

not restricted to structural properties but are defined on marked Petri nets. Furthermore, 

the classes of Petri nets in this section a.re characterized by these sets of rules so their 

failure to reduce a given Petri net to one of the target classes of Petri net means that the 

corresponding properties did not hold for the original Petri net . 

Some of the transformations in this section a re special cases of the other reduction trans

formations (covered earlier). 

The importance of free choice nets can be seen in their power to model certain program

ming systems [Pet8l]. 

5.3.1 Well-behaved Free Choice Systems 

[Des90] describes four local rules which reduce well-behaved free choice systems to a system 

that has no concurrency or a system that has no choice, the idea being that the analysis 

of such reduced sy terns is simple r. In the sense of the application conditions either 

concurrency or choice is strictly local and for this reason these rules, which are local, can 

remove one of these properties in the process of reduction. These two "classes" are not 

disjoint and determining whether a particular system belongs in any of these classes can 

be done without having to apply the reduction rules [Des90]. 

The reduction tran formations of this section and the results are applicable to live and 

safe free choice systems without frozen tokens: 
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Definition 5.23 F rozen Tokens 

Consider a safe Petri n.et N = ( P, T. D. F, i\/0) initially marked with some initial marking 

Mo. If there e1:i.<:ts an infinite fi1·ing sequence o E L( N) such that for some place p E P 

where p is marked at Mo and marked for the whole of the firing sequence o then the token 

on p is said to be a frozen token. 

Definition 5.24 Well- Behaved System (Des90] 

A well- behaved system is a live and safe free choice net with an initial marking void of 

any frozen tokens. 

Definition 5.25 Well- formed Net (Des90] 

A Petri net N = ( P , T, B, F) is te1·med a well-formed net if there exists an initial marking 

M 0 such that the Petri net N together ll'ifh the initial marking M 0 is a well-behaved system. 

[Des90] shows that under his se t of rules a. system is well-behaved if and only if the reduced 

system is well-behaved. A Petri net is well-formed if and only if the reduced system is 

well-formed. Furthe rmore, [Des90] shows that a well-behaved system can be reduced by 

his set of rules if and only if the well-formed Petri net can be reduced . 

Also of importance is the fact that each well-formed net can be reduced to either a state 

machine or a marked graph [Des90]. Results concern to which type of Petri net (state 

machine or marked graph) the well-formed Petri net can be reduced . Each well-formed 

Petri net is covered by P-components and by T-components (since a well-formed Petri 

net is also a well-formed free choice Pet ri net). This is used to characterise the reduced 

Petri net. A well-formed Petr i net can be reduced to a. marked graph if and only if its 

T-components have a. non-empty intersection. In add it ion, a. well-formed Petri net can be 

reduced to a. state machine if and only if its P-components have a non-empty intersection 

[Des90]. 

The Place Reduction 

Consider a marked free choice Petri net N = ( P, T , B, F, Mo) with distinct places P1, P2 E 

P. If for all t E T, B(pl,t) = B(p2,t) and F(pt,t) = F(p2,t), and Mo(pl) -::j; 0 ¢:::::> 

Mo(P2) -::j; 0. then Pl and P2 are "co-redundant" according to [Ber86a] in the strong sense 

(the redundant place can be completely removed as its simplification isolates it , see Sec

tion .5.1.1) [Des90] . 

The above conditions are the application cond it ions of the place reduction (or P-reduction) 

transformation, which is performed by removing one of the places P1 or P2· 
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In addition to the resultant system being well-behaved if N is well-behaved, the other 

properties shown to be preserved by [Ber86a] for redundant places are also preserved by 

the P-reduction. 

Figure .').20 from [Dcs90] shows a part of a Petri net N in which the P-reduction is appli

cable on the left an d on the right is the part of the Petri net N' after the transformation 

has been applied. 

P2 

N N' 

Figure 5.20: Applying the P-recluction 

The Transition Reduction 

For a marked free choice net N = ( P, T, 8, F, M 0 ), if two distinct transitions t1 , t2 E T 

are identical. that is , for all p E P B(p. t 1) = B(p, t2) and F(p, t1) = F(p, t2), then for 

all M E R( A/0 ) such that M -t-
1 Af' it is true that M ~ M' and vice versa. These 

are the application conditions of the transition reduction (or T -reduction) transformation 

[Des90]. 

Ignoring the exact actions represented by such transitions allows one of them to be removed 

as they both result in the same state change in the system. 

This transformatio is also called fusion of parallel transitions and when applied to the 

general Pet ri net preserves liveness, boundedness and safeness [Mur89]. The T-reduction 

is also a special case lateral fusion of transitions (Section 5.1.6). 

Figure .5.21 from [Des90] shows a part of a Petri net N in which the T-reduction is appli

cable on the left and on the right is the part of the Petri net N' after the transformation 

has been applied. 
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N N' 

Figure .').21: Applying the T-reduction 

The Flow Reduct ion 

The application ru les for the flow reduction (or F-reduction) are as follows: Let N = 

(P, T, B. F. Af0 ) be a marked free choice net , then the F-reduction is applicable if there 

exists a. place p E P and a. transition t E T such that t is the only output of p and pis the 

only input oft. pis not a.n output oft and there is no contact situation with respect tot 

(contact situations a.re those that threaten the safety of the Petri net) [Des90] . 

The F-reduction is performed by removing the place p a.nd the transition t . The inputs 

to the place pare duplicated as inputs to a.ll the output places of the transi t ion t . All the 

outputs of the tran ition t are duplicated a.s outputs of all the transitions that are inputs 

to the place p. The new initial marking is obtained as follows: If p is marked in M0 then 

each of the outputs oft a.re marked in the modified Petri net a.nd if pis not marked at Mo 

then the markings of all the other places remain unchanged . 

The F-reduction is a special case of post-fusion of transitions [Ber86a], and so all the 

properties preserved by that transformation are inherited by the F-reduction. 

Figure .5 .22 from [Des90] shows a part of a Petri net N in which the F-reduction is appli

cable on the left and on the right is the part of the Petri net N' after the transformation 

has been applied. 

The "A" Reduction 

The name of this transformation is somewhat of a misnomer as it does not reduce the size 

of the free choice net . Although [Des90] showed that this transformation preserves the 
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N j\ I 

Figure .5.22: Applying the F-reduction 

well-behavedness property, lw states that it is an open problem whether A-reductions are 

necessary (to reduce a. system to a state machine or a marked graph). This transformation 

can, however, reduce the number ofT-components [Des90] . 

For the application conditions of the A-reduction, consider a marked free choice net N = 

( P, T, B , F, M0 ) which is P-reduced (the P-reduction cannot be applied). If there exists 

transitions t 1 , fz E T such that •tz ~ t 1• and I• tzl > 1 then the A-reduction is applicable 

[Des90] . 

The transformation is applied by removing the arcs from t1 to the input places of t2 and 

adding arcs from t1 to the output places of tz. The A-reduction does not change any 

markings. 

Figure 5.23 from [Des90] shows a part of a Petri net N in which the A-reduction is appli

cable on the left and on the right is the part of the Petri net N' after the transformation 

has been applied . 

5.3.2 Reduction of Live and Bounded Free Choice Nets 

The su bel ass of Petri nets that these transformation rules completely reduces is a 'relax

ation' on the class of well-formed nets (Section 5.3.1 ) in that frozen tokens are permitted 

and the net need not be safe. This relaxation increases the modelling power of the Petri 

nets allowed in t he su bclass and the reduction rules are also more powerful in the sense that 

complete reducibili ty (to an atomic net) is always possible. Since a well-behaved system 

is a live and bound d free choice net , these rules will also completely reduce well-behaved 
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N N' 

Figure .').23 : Applying the A-reduction 

systems. 

Definition 5.26 Well-formed Free Choice Nets [Esp91] 

A Petri net N = (P, T, B , F) is a well-formPd free choice net (WFFC net) if and only 

if there exists an initial marking llfo such that the Petri net N together with the initial 

marking M0 i.e; a live and bounded frP.e choice system. 

The above definition states that t he Petri nPt must have the free choice structural property, 

be structurally live and structurally bounded in order to be a well-formed free choice 

net. Furthermore, it states that li ve and bounded free choice (LBFC) systems can be 

characterised in terms of their und erlyin g WFFC net: A Petri net N = (P, T, B, F, M 0 ) is 

LBFC system if and only if the underlyin g unmarked Petri net is a WFFC net and that 

every P-component is marked at A/ 0 , (Theorem 3.10) . 

[Esp91]'s rules are organised into kits and it is these kits which reduce the subclass of 

Petri nets to an atomic net. 

Merging Places - Rule 1 

For a marked free choice net N = ( P, T, B , F, llt0) if there exists tt E T such that I • ttl = 

itt • I = 1, • (• tt) f; 0 and (• ttl • = {tl} then Pt.P2 E P can be merged where {pt} = • tt 

and{p2}=tt • · 

The result of applying this reduction transformation is a new marked free choice net 

N ' = ( P'. T ' , JJ'. F' , A!~) where P' = ( P \ {p1, P2}) U {p12} and Pt2 is a new place created 
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as a result of merging places 7>1 and 7>2, T' = T \ {td and all input arcs to p1 in N are 

inputs arcs to P12 in N ' and all output arcs of p2 in N are output arcs of p12 in N '. The 

new initial marking is obtained by placing on p12 the sum of the initial markings on p1 

and P2· The initial marking of all the other places remains the same [Esp9 1] . 

This reduction tran sformation is a lso called fusion of series transitions and preserves, in 

both directions. liveness. safeness and boundedness in the general Petri net [Mur89]. 

Figure 5.24 shows a part of a Petri net N in which the merging of places is applicable on 

the left and on the right is the part of the Pet ri net N' after the transformation has been 

applied. 

N N' 

Figure 5.24: Applying the transformation to merge places 

Merging Transitio ns - Rule 2 

For a marked free choice net N = ( P. T, B, F. Afo if there exists Pl E P such that I • P1l = 
IP1 • I = 1. (pl • )• -{:. 0 and • (PJ • ) = {pt} the t1,t2 E T can be merged where {ti} = • Pt 

and {t2} = P1 • [Esp91]. 

The result of applying this reduct ion transformation is a new marked, free choice net 

N' = (P', T'. B', F' , AI~) where P' = P \ {Pt }, T' = (T \ {t1, t2}) U {t12} where t12 is a 

new transit ion created as a resu lt of merging transitions t1 and t2 • Further, all inputs to 

t1 in N are inputs to t12 in N' and all outputs of t2 in N are outputs of t12 in N'. The 
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new initial marking o bta in E' cl hy adding the initial marking on p1 to all the output places 

of t12 in N" [Esp91] . 

This reduction trans formation is also ral\('d fu sion of series places and preserves (in both 

directions) livenE:'ss, safeness and boundcdness [Mur89]. This reduction transformation 

is also a restriction o f post- fu sion of transitions [Ber86a], and as such a ll the properties 

preserved by that t ransformation a re a lso preserved by this transform ation . 

Figure .5.2 .5 shows a part of a Petri net N in which the merging of transitions is applicable 

on the left and on t he right is the part of the Petri net N' after the transformation has 

been applied. 

N N' 

Figure 5.25: Applying the transformation to merge transitions 

Linear Dependent Places - Rule 3 

Given a marked fr e choice net N = ( P, T, B, F, M0 ) m which every P-component is 

marked at Mo, a pla ce p1 E P, which is a non-negative linear combination of the other 

places in P. is called a linear dependent place (that is, the row of the incidence matrix 

C = F- B corresp nding to p1 is a non-negative linear combination of the other rows) 

[Esp91]. 

The modified net is obtained by deleting p 1 from the net and removing all arcs incident 

on p1 . The ini t ial marking is obtained from lifo by ignoring p1 [Esp91]. 

[Esp91] proves that this transformation preserves structural boundedness and the free 

choice property when a pplied (in both direc t ions) to the general Pet ri net. As for the 
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liveness property, [Esp91] shows that if the Petri net after the transformation is structurally 

live, then the origin al Petri net is structurally live, but that the reverse is not true (that 

is, this rule is not st rongly sound with respect to liveness). This means that the rule can 

be used for reduction but not synthesis if liveness is to be preserved. 

This transformation is similar to [Bcr86a]'s simplification of redundant places (in the case 

of total redundancy ) in the sense that the application conditions oflinear dependent places 

implies the last application condition of si m pli fica.tion of red unda.nt places (the application 

condition restricting the incidence matrix) . 

Figure 5.26 shows a part of a. Petri net .V in which a place is linear dependent on the left 

and on the right is t he part of the Petri net N' after the transformation has been applied. 

N N' 

Figure 5.26: Applying the linear dependent places transformation 

Linear Dependent Transitions - Rule 4 

Given a marked free choice net N = ( P, T. B, F, Mo), then a transition t1 E T which 

is a non-negative linear combination of the other transitions in T is a linear dependent 

transition (that is, the column of the incidence matrix C = F- B corresponding to t1 is 

a non-negative line r combination of the other transitions) [Esp91]. 

The modified Petri net is obtained by deleting the transition t 1 from the Petri net N 
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together with any a rcs incident on t 1• The initial marking remains unchanged [Esp91]. 

[Esp91] shows the soundness of this transformation rule by showing that the structural 

rules corresponding to removal of linear dependent places and removal of linear dependent 

transitions are related in the following way: If the structural linear dependent place rule is 

applicable in a. P('tri net N = ( P, T. fl, F) then the structural linear dependent transition 

rule is applicable in t he reverse dual Nrd = (T, P, BT, FT), and vice versa.. Furthermore, 

the result of applying t he structurallinea.r dependent place reduction to a place of a Petri 

net N, is the same as applying the structural linear dependent t ransition rule to the 

corresponding tra.nsi t ion of Nrd. and thf'n taking the reverse dual. Similarly, fo r t he result 

of the structural liiw ar dependf'nt transition reduction. With this property [Esp91] was 

able to show tha.t the linear dependent transition rule applied in either direction preserves 

together the liveness, boundedness a.nd the free choice property of a Petri net (that is, the 

reduction rule is strongly sound wit.h respect to live and bounded free choice nets) . 

Figure 5.27 shows a part of a. Petri net N in which a transition is linear dependent on 

the left and on the right is the part of the Pet ri net N' after the transformation has been 

applied. 

N N' 

Figure .5 .27: Applying the linear dependent transition transformation 
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Kits to Reduce Live a nd Bounded Free Choice N ets 

[Esp91] showed tha t the class of Petri nets reduced to an atomic net by the kit of rules 

comprising Rule 1, ule 3 and Ru le ·I is precisely the class of live and bounded free choice 

nets. In addition , he showed that the kit of rules comprising Rule 2, Rule 3 and Rule 4 

reduces precisely the same class. 



Chapter 6 

Algorithms and Complexity of 

Transformations 

Algorithms are considered in this chapter as a means of providing complexity bounds for 

proving the tractabi lity of deciding the applicability of the respective Petri net transforma

tions. Intractability results are based on showing reductions from certain hard problems. 

The tractability of some of the clecision problems is proved by illustrating a compatible 

reduction from a tractable problem. In the case of reduction transformations, it is inter

esting to consider, in addition to the complexity of deciding the application conditions, 

the extent of the decreases in the size of the coverability tree which are possible. This 

makes any analysis requiring the inspection of the coverability tree easier. This is not 

necessary for synthesis transformations as the generated Petri nets are guaranteed to have 

the desired properties. 

The formal correctness of the algorithms in this chapter has not been established. They 

have, however. been recoded as C functions and tested on small examples. 

6.1 Reduct ion Transformat ions 

Examples of Petri nets are used to illustrate the possible reductions that can be achieved 

with reduction transformations. These examples are designed to maximize the reduction 

in the state space using a particular reduction transformation. Fortunately, it is often the 

minimum Petri nets satisfying the application conditions that yield the larger reductions 

in the size of the state space. This is because the part of the net affected by the transfor

mation, and possibly removed, forms a larger proportion of the Petri net for smaller Petri 

nets than it does for larger ones. The exam pies used to illustrate the possible reductions 

82 
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are created by considerin g such minim al Petri nets satisfying the application conditions. 

Furthe r, suitable ini t ial ma rkin gs a re chosen to accentuate t he reductions in t he size of 

the reachabilit.y set . 

The power of any set of Petri net reduction transformations is limited when used to decide 

one of the properties liveness or boundedness alone: 

Theorem 6.1 Let Cp be the se t of all Petri nets for which liveness (boundedness) can be 

decided in polynomial-time. No se t of reduction transformations which preserve liveness 

(boundcdness) nnd tchich con be appli£d in polynomial-time, can reduce a general Petri net 

to some member of Cp. If Cp is the set of all Petri nets in which liveness and boundedness 

together can be decided in polynomial-time. then no set of reduction transformations which 

preserve liveness and boundedn ess and can be applied in polynomial-time, can reduce a 

general Petri net to some membf'r of Cp. 

Proof For liveness : Assume that there exists such a set of reduction transformations. 

Since deciding liveness in a member of Cp is in P , this implies an algori thm to decide 

liveness of any Pet ri net in polynomial-time. However, t his problem is EXPSPACE-hard 

[JLL77]. 

For bounded ness: In this case any such set of reduction transformations would contradict 

the fact t hat a ny algorithm to decide boundedness requires exponent ial-time [Pet81]. 

The decision regarding whether bounded ness and liveness hold together in a general Petri 

net is intractable; Lipton showed that reachability in bounded Petri nets requires expo

nential space [Pet81]. Thus , by Theorem 4.17 (page 3.5 ) liveness in bounded Petri nets 

requires exponential space. 0 

Other properties, in addition to liveness and boundedness, will have to be required to 

hold in order for the combined propert ies to be determined in the general Petri net, for 

example, requiring some structural restriction to hold as well as liveness and boundedness. 

This, however , amounts to defining a. class of Pet ri nets in which liveness and bounded

ness analysis can b performed in polynomial-t ime. For this reason it is important to 

understand the complexity of deciding the applicability of the transformations, and what 

reduction in the size of the reachability set can be achieved. 

The algorithms in th is sect ion assume th e environment of the following fragment of a 

Pascal program: 
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Algorithm 6.1 

{ Context assumed by all the algorithms } 

program transformat ion ( input, output ); 

const lambda = o· { used as a null marker } . 
:first_place = 1; { first place in given Petri net } 

first_ transition = 1; { first transition in given Petri net } 

last_place = { number o:f places in given Petri net } 

last trans ition = { number of transitions in the given Petri 

type place_range 
place_ index 
transition_range 
transition_index 
naturals 

= first_place last_place ; 
= lambda . . last_place; 
= first_transition .. last_transition; 
= lambda .. last_transition; 
= 0 .. maxint; 

net } 

incidence matrices 
markings 

= array [place_range, transition_range] of naturals; 
= array [place_range] of naturals; 

begin { transfor mation } 

end . { transformation } 

6.1.1 Simplification of Redundant Places 

In orde.r to show t ha.t deciding the application conditions for the transformation that sim

plifies redundant pl aces (Definition .').4 on page 41) is tractable, the problem is rearranged 

to show that it ca n be stated as an instance of the linear programming problem: Substi

tuting in Inequality (.5.3) t he value forb from Equation (5.2) gives the matrix inequality 

vT B :S vT MoeT or 

Usi ng Inequali t ies (6.1) a nd (.5.4), a nd E<]uat ion (5 .2 ) gives an a ugmented matrix 

and the matrix inequality 

Define an m-v{'ctor u such that 

{ 

v(p) 
u( p) = 

- v(p ) 

if p = p' a. nd 

if ]J -f; p'. 

( 6.1) 
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and a matrix A= ( a;j) with the sa me dim ensions as D = (di j ), that is JPJ x (2J TJ + 1), 

such that 

if row i corresponds to place p' and 

otherwise. 

The problem of deciding whether the place p' is redundant reduces to whether there exists 

a nonnegative solution to the matrix inequality 

1 

0 

if p = p' and 

if ]J f. p'. 
(6.2) 

Theorem 6.2 Consider· a given Petri net N = (P,T,B , F,M0 ). The problem of deciding 

whether a given place p' E P is redundant is in P . 

Proof By Theorem 4.12 (page 32) deciding whether there exists a vector u satisfying 

Inequality (6.2) is in P . 0 

To find such a vector tt to perform the transformation, a linear programming algorithm 

could be used , specifying a suitable optimization function (see, for example, [ W88]) 

followed by a scaling of the vector entries to nat ural numbers. Alternatively, the all integer 

algorithm of Gomory (see, for example. [Hn69b]) could be used, but, this algorithm, based 

on the simplex method , is exponential. 

It is possible that there might be bounds imposed on the arc-weights of the resultant Petri 

net. For example, if the resultant Petri net were required to be an ordinary Petri net 

(only arc-weights of one allowed), or if it is req uired that redundant places be isolated and 

removed from the Petri net (arc-weights of zero) . By Theorem 4 .14 (page 33), deciding 

whether there exists a u satisfying Equation (.5 .. 5) and Condition (5.4) such that for all 

t; E T: tv; ~ b for some given bE ~I is .A/PC. 

The functional dependence between the changes of markings of the simplified place and 

t he ot her places im posed by Equation (!5 .. 5) ensures that this transformation does not 

reduce the size of th state space [Ber86a]. However, it may be possible to perform further 

reductions because of the simplification of a redundant place. 

6.1.2 Fusion of Doubled Places 

The following di scussion centres around the subproblems concerning the application con

ditions of doubled places. Whether the whole problem is intractable depends on whether 

the subproblems are rest ricted by their inter-dependence. 
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The ap plication cond itions for doubled places (Definition .5.5 on page 43) are a combination 

of structural and behavioural conditions. Condition (.5.6) and Condition (5. 7) depend 

on the initial mark ing and the st ructure of t he Pet ri net. Since Condition (.5.6) and 

Condition (.5 .7) defi ne I2 and I~ , Condition (.5.8) also depends on the ini t ial marking and 

the structure of the Petri net. Condition (.5.9) is si milar to the submarking reachability 

problem (Definition 4.20 on page :3 .5). Finally, Condition (.5 .10 ) depends only on the 

structure oft he Pet ri net and can be checked simply by inspecting the rows of the backward 

incidence matrix corres ponding to the places p and p'. 

The following problem concerns Condition (.5.9): 

Definition 6.1 Mutual Exclusion of Markings (MEM) Problem 

Given a Petri net N = ( P, T . B, F, M0 ) and disjoint subsets of places Q, Q' ~ P , does 

there exis t a nwrking ME R(Mo) such !hot L qEQ M(q) i= 0 and L qEQ' M(q) i= 0 ? 

Theorem 6 .3 Given a Petri net N = ( P, T. B , F, M 0 ), and subsets I 2 , I~ ~ P with h n 
I~= 0. Deciding whether n.ppliration Condition (5.9) holds is Co-NPH. In other words, 

deciding the MEA! problem is NPH. 

Figure 6.1 illust rates the construction in the following proof: 

I . . . . 
Proof Let .J = 1\i=t (a~ V ai V a3) where aj = Xk or • Xk, Xk E X be an instance of 

the 3-CNF-SAT problem. Construct a Pet ri net and an instance of (5 .9) such that J is 

satisfiable if and only if Condition ( .5.9) does not hold for two sets of places h and I~ in 

the const ructed Pet ri net. This can be done as follows: Corresponding to each Xk E X 

construct a place s:rk each of which is initially marked with one token. Corresponding to 

each place Sxk const ruct transitions t x k and t~xk such that Sxk is an input to both txk 

and t~x~c and Sxk is not an input to any other transition. Firing txk or t~xk determines 

an assignment of the variable Xk. This assignment is represented by a token on a place 

Pxk or P~xk' respectively. Therefore corresponding to each transition t x k construct a place 

Pxk' initially not marked, such that t 2.k is the only input to Pxk and t x k is not an input to 

any other place a nd to each transition t~xk corresponds a place P~xk' initially not marked , 

such that t~.q is the only input to P~xk and t~xk is not an input to any other place. For 

each of the a~ const ruct a. transit ion t Ot , such that if a~ = Xk for some Xk E X then t Ot; 
} J 

has an input from and an output to the place P xk and if a~ = •X k for some Xk E X then 

t Ot; has an inpu t from and an output to the place P~xk· Corresponding to each clause 
J 

li = a; V a~ V a3 construct a place Pi, initially not marked, such that each place Pi has 

an input from each of the transitions t ~ i, f.:,; and t Ot; and these places have no other 
L I 2 3 

inputs . The place Pi represents the value of the clause zi. The transition ta as depicted in 
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Figure 6.1 has as inputs each of the places Pi and as output a single place Pa, initially not 

marked. which represents the value of the conjunction of all t he clauses [ i. To represent 

the subset I~, construct an additional place Pb which is isolated and has an initial marking 

of one token . Figure 6.1 illustrates the construction for the 3-CNF-SAT expression 

Defining h = {Pa} and I~ = {Pb} we get an instance of (.5.9) and the formula J is 

sat isfiable if and on ly if Condition ( .5.9) does not hold for the constructed Pet ri net . Since 

3-CNF-SAT is N PC t hi s implies that dC'ciding whether Condition (.5 .9) fails is NPH and 

the res ult follows. 0 

Figure 6.1: Petri net const ru ction from a 3-CNF-SAT instance 

It is possible to state a much stronger result about Condition (.5.9) and the MEM problem. 

Theorem 6.4 Th e MEM problem is EXPSPACE-hard. 

The result follows by showing that t he SMC problem can be reduced to the MEM problem 

in pol ynomial-time. Figure 6.2 illust rates this construction: 
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Proof Consider a given instance of the SMC problem; N = (P, T, B, F, lvf0 ), a marking 

M' and a subset P' ~ P. Construct a transition t' such that for each p' E P' there is 

an arc with weight M'(p') from p' to t'. Construct places q1 and q2 such that q1 has as 

its only inpu t t' wit h arc-weight one and Q2 has no inputs. The new place q1 is initially 

not marked and the new place (/2 is marked with one token. Neither q1 nor q2 have any 

outputs. With respect to t he MEM problem, let Q = { qt} and Q' = { q2 }. Then the MEM 

problem holds if an d only if there exists a marking M E R(Mo) such that M(p) 2: M'(p) 

for all p E P'. Thus SMC ~p 1\IE!\![ and t he MEM problem is EXPSPACE-hard. o 

The above proof cou ld just as well have used a reduction from the coverability problem. 

Theorem 6.-1 shows that dec iding whet her Condit ion (5.9) holds is Co-EXPSPACE-hard. 

N = (P,T,B,F,M0 ) 

Figure 6.2 : Reduct ion of the SMC problem to the MEM problem 

By Theorem 6.4 deciding whet her Condit ion (.5.9) alone fails is EXPSPACE-hard . 

The problem of deciding whethN all conditions apply, that is, whether the two places are 

doubled. can also be shown to be intracta ble. The following result is used in t he proof of 

the intracta.blility of deciding whether two places are doubled: 

Theorem 6.5 Con. ider a Petri net N = ( P, T, B , F, M 0 ) with doubled places p, p' E P. 

Then fo r all Af E R(M0 ) , M(p) > 0 ==> Af(p') = 0 and M(p' ) > 0 ==> M(p) = 0. 

Proof By considering t he fi rin~?; rule , that is if M _!_i_. M' , then M ' = M + Cei, and , 

by Condit ion (.5.6 ), vT Afo ~ 0 a nd vT(F- B)~ aT , it follows that vTM ~ 0 for all 
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Af E RUvfo) . This can be rew ritt f' n 

L v( q)JJ(q) + L v( q)M(q):::; 0. 

Assume that M (p) > 0 for so me marking M E R(Mo) , then L qE J
1 

v(q)M(q) > 0. Hence, 

L qE/
2 

v(q)M(q) < 0 or LqE/
2 

M(q) > 0. Thus, by Condition (.5 .9), LqEI~ M(q) = 0. 

However , it follows from Condition (.5.7). that for all ME R(M0 ), 

L v'(q)M(q) + L v'(q)Af(q):::; 0. 

Hence L qEI: v'(q)M(q):::; 0. However. v'(q) > 0 for all q E I~ , and hence L qEI; M(q) = 0. 

Since p' E r;, M (p') = 0. Similarly, if M(p') > 0, then M(p) = 0. o 

Theorem 6.6 Consider a given Petri net N = ( P, T, B , F, Mo). Deciding whether two 

places p. p' E P are doubled is C o-EXPSPACE-hard. 

Figure 6.3 illu strates the construction used in the proof showing a reduction from the 

coverability problem. 

Proof Consider a given instance of the coverability .problem: A Petri net N = (P, T, B, F, 

Af0 ) and a marking Jo. f'. Construct a transition to with input arcs from each place Pi E P 

with arc-weight M'(p;), and no other inputs. For the rest of the construction, all the 

constructed arcs have an arc-weight of one. Construct a place Po which is the only output 

place of transition t0 • Construct transitions t 1 and t2 which are the only outputs of Po· 

Transitions t 1 and t 2 have no other inputs . Construct places p1 and pz which are the only 

outputs of t1. Places p1 and pz have no other inputs. Construct transition t 3 which only 

has inputs from p1 and pz. Transition /.3 is the only output of places Pt and pz. Construct 

places P3 and p4 which are the only outputs of tz. Places P3 and P4 have no other inputs. 

Construct transition t4 which only has inputs from P3 and P4· Places ]J3 and P4 have no 

other outputs. Construct place p5 which only has as inputs t 3 and t4 . Neither transition 

t3 nor transition t4 have any other outputs. Construct transition ts which has as only 

input PS· Place Ps has no other outputs. Construct place P6 which only has as input ts. 

Transition t5 has n other outputs. Construct transition t6 which only has as input P6 

and output p0 . Place p0 has no other inputs and place P6 has no other outputs. At the 

initial marking, p6 is marked with exact ly one token, and no other constructed places are 

marked. ·with respect to Definition .') .. 5 let It = {pz} , fz = {pt}, I{ = {p3}, I~ = {p4}, 

P = Pz , p' = P3, 

if s = p2 , 

if s = fJt and 

otherwise, and 
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v'(.•) ~ { 

1 

-1 

0 

if s = ]JJ , 

if s = 7J4 and 

otherwise. 

By considering the initial marking as well as the backward and forward incidence ma

trices of the Petri net N with the addit ional places and transitions, it is easy to verify 

that v satisfies Condition ( .1.6), v' satisfies Condition (.5.7), p = P2 and p' = P3 satisfy 

Condition (.5.10). Si nce h n I~ = 0, JJ2 and P3 are doubled if and only if Condition (5 .9 ) 

is satisfied. If t0 does not ever fire then Condition (.5.9) is satisfied. However, if t0 can 

fire then there exists a marking in the reachahility set of the Petri net N augmented with 

the construction such that places P2 and 7J3 are simultaneously marked, and hence by 

Theorem 6 .. 5 places P2 and ]J3 cannot lw doubled. Transition to will fire if and only if 

there exists a marki ng M, coverin g M' , in the reachability set of the original Petri net 

N. Thus, places P2 a nd ]JJ are doubled if and only if the given instance of the coverability 

problem has no solu t ion. The result follows from Theorem 4.19 (page 36). 0 

The fusion of doubled places does not change the size of the reachability set. To see this, 

one only has to real ise that the combined place p" has a dual role, that of the doubled 

places p and p'. These roles cannot be confused in N ' . By Condition (5.10), p and p' 

do not share output transitions. Thus, the fact that the roles of p" cannot be confused 

follows from Condition (.5.9) and the fact that p and z/ cannot be simultaneously marked 

in all markings reachable by N (Thf'orem 6 .. 5). 

6.1.3 FUsion of Equivalent Places 

Algorithm 6.2 finds all pairs of equivalent places (Definition 5.6 on page 44) in a given 

Petri net: 

Algorithm 6.2 

{ Algorithm to find all pairs of equivalent places in a given Petri net } 

procedure find_equ i v(B, F : incidence_rnatrices); 

var pl, p2, p3 
tl, t2, t3 
plnz, p2nz 
equivalent 

place_range; 
transition_range; 
boolean ; 
array [ place_range, place_range ] of boolean; 

begin { find_equiv } 

for pl := fi r st_place to last_place do 
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N = (P,T, B , F, !vf 0 ) 

Figure 6.3: Reduct ion of the covera.bility problem to doubled places 
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for p2 : = first_place to last_place do 
if p1 = p2 then equivalent[p1, p2] .- false 
else begin 

equ i valent[p1, p2] :=false; 
for t1 := first_transition tQ last_transition do 

for t2 := t1+1 to last_transition do 
if not equivalent[p1, p2] then begin 

end 

end; { find_equ i v } 

equivalent[p1, p2] := (B[p1, t1] = 
(B[p2, t2] 
(B[p2, t1] = 
(B[p1, t2] = 

1) and 
1) and 
0) and 
0); 

if equivalent[p1, p2] then 
for t3 : = first_transition to last_transition do 

if (t3 <> t1) and (t3 <> t2) and 
((B[p1, t3] <> 0) or 

(B[p2, t3] <> 0)) then 
equivalent[p1, p2] : = false; 

if equivalent[p1, p2] then 
for p3 := first_place to last_place do 

if (p3 <> p1) and (p3 <> p2) and 
((B[p3, t1] <> B[p3, t2]) or 
(F[p3, t1] <> F[p3, t2])) then 

equivalent[p1, p2] := false 
if equivalent[p1, p2] then begin 

end 

p1nz := false; p2nz := false; 
for t3 : = first_transition to last_transition do 

begin 
if F[p1, t3] <> 0 then p1nz . -true ; 
if F[p2, t3] <> 0 then p2nz true 
end; 

equivalent[p1, p2] . - p1nz and p2nz 
end 

Count ing the maxi mum number of times t he loops in Algorithm 6.2 can be executed in 

terms of the Petri net N = ( P, T, B , F), the complexity of finding all pairs of redundant 

places is 

T(N) O(IPI 2 ITI 2(IPI + 2ITI l l 
O( IPI3 ITI 2 + 21 PI 2ITI3

). (6.3) 

If N is encoded such that I(N)I = n. then in this case the input only contains the backward 

and forward incidence matrices. and the values of IPI and ITI are largest when the entries 

of Band F occupy the minimum number of bits, that is, one bit each. This gives IPIITI = 
O(n) irrespective of t he act ual dimensions of B and F. If the term with the highest power 

in T(N) has t he same power for IPI and ITI, then T(n) can be found by substituting 

the product IPIITI for n in this term and ignoring all the other terms. If the term with 
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the highest powe r in T(N) is not the samE' for IPI and ITI, then the largest value of 

T(N) is realised when the factor with lower powe r is taken to be some small constant. 

This constant ran us ually be taken to be one, but some of the transformations specify 

a minimum number of places or transitions greater than one. In Equation (6.3) there is 

a different factor with a highest power in each of the terms and these powers are equal. 

In this case it does not matter which factor is chosen to be constant. The largest value 

of T(N) is realised when the term with the largest coefficient has its lower power factor 

replaced by some constant I.:. The factor with the highest power is then O(n-:-(2k)). From 

Equation (6 .3), the complexity in terms of the input length n is 

T(n) 

NoticE' that even if M0 were encoded in the input , then at worst this amounts to 2ITI + 1 

rows of I PI bits, rather than 2ITI rows of I PI bits, and so does not change the asymptotic 

complexities. 

To illustrate the red uction in the size of the rea.chability tree that is possible by fusion 

of equivalent places, consider the Petri net N = (P,T,B,F,Mo) where P = {po,pt,P2}, 

T = {to.tl , t2}, 

[ ~ 
0 

~ l , B= 1 

0 

[ : 0 

~ l F= 0 

0 

and MoT = [k, 0, 0] . In this Petri net the places p1 and p2 are equivalent and the result of 

fusion is the Petri net N' = (P',T', B'.F',M~) where P' = {po,pt}, T' = {to,tt}, 

B'= [~ ~ ~], 

F'=[~ ~ ~] 
and M~T = [I.:. 0]. lly generating the rea.chability tree for different values of k, the reach

ability set size of N can be verified to be 

2( k + 1 )3 + 3( k + 1 )2 + I.: + 1 
SN(k) = IRN (Mo)l = -----

6
----
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and that of N' is 

By considering the ratio 

s.N,(k-1) 

SN(k- 1) 2k3 + 3k2 + k 
3 

k + ~ + 2lk 

one sees that for large k the size of the reacha.hility set is reduced by a factor of k/3 = O(k) 

afte r fu s ion of the equ ivalent places. 

6.1.4 Post-FUsion of Transitions 

Consider a given Pet ri net N = ( P, T. B . F). Algorithm 6.3 finds all possible candidates for 

the place p E P and the subsets Tp. TH ~ T that satisfy Condition (5.11) (Definit ion 5 .7 

on page 46) : 

Algorithm 6.3 

{ Algorithm to find all possible candidate sets for structural 
post-fusion of transitions and their corresponding place . } 

procedure post_fusion_candidates(B, F : incidence_matrices) ; 

type candidates = record 

var p 

T F set of transition_range; 
T_H set ot transition_range; 

end; 

t 

candidate 
skipping 

place_range; 
transition_range; 
array [ place_range] of candidates; 
boolean; 

begin { post_fusion_candidates } 

tor p := tirst_place to last_place do begin 
candidate[p] . T_F : = []; 
candidate[p] . T_H : = []; 
for t : = first_transition to last_transition do begin 

it t = first_transition then skipping := talse; 
it not skipping then 

if (B[p, t] > 0) and (F[p, t] = 0) then 
candidate[p] . T_F .- candidate[p] . T_F + [t] 

else 
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end 
end 

if (B[p, t] = 0 ) and (F[p, t] > 0 ) then 
candidate[p] . T_H : = candidate[p] .T_H + [t] 

else 
if (B[p, t] > 0) and (F[p ,t] > 0) then 

skipping . - true 

end; { post _fu s ion_candidates } 

Once the candidate sets of transit ions have been found, they can be verified using Algo

rithm 6.4 which checks whether the given sets of transit ions are post-fusible with respect 

to the given place: 

Algorithm 6.4 

{ Algorithm to te s t whether given sets ot transitions are post-fusible 
with respect to a given place. } 

procedure post_fus ion_test (B, F 
T_F, T_H 
p 

incidence_matrices; 
set of transition_range ; 
place_range); 

var q 
t, tg 
post_fusibl e 
positive 

place_range ; 
transition_range ; 
boolean; 
boolean; 

begin { post_tusion_test } 

it T_F <> [ ] then begin 
tg : = fi r st_transition; 
post_fus i ble : = true; 
positive := false; 
tor t : = first_transition to last_transition do 

if (not (tg in T_F)) and (t in T_F) then tg := t; 
tor q : = first_place to last_place do 

tor t : = first_transition to last_transition do 
if (t in T_F) and (q = p) and post_fusible then 

post_fusible . - (B[q, t] = B[p, tg]) and 
(F[q, t] = 0) 

els e 
if (not ( t in T_F)) and (q = p) and post_fusible then 

post_fusible . - (B[q, t] = 0) and 
(F[q, t] mod B[p, tg] = 0) 

else 
if (t in T_F) and (q <> p) and post_fusible then begin 

post_fusible := (B[q, t] = 0); 

if F[q, t] > 0 then positive .- true 
end; 

post_fus i ble . - post _fusible and positive 
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end 
else 

post_fusible := false 

end; { post_fus i on_test } 

In terms of the Petri net N, the complexity of Algorithm 6.3 is 

T(N) = O(IPI ITI) 

and that of Algorithm 6.4 is 

T( N) = O(ITI + IPIITI). 

Thus the complexity of finding all SC'ts of post-fusible transitions is 

T(N) = O( IPIITI(ITI + IPIITI)) 
= O( IPI 2 ITI 2

) ( 6.4) 

If N is encoded such that I(N)I = n, then since IPIITI = O(n), Equation (6.4) gives the 

complexity in t4?rms of the encoding length as 

Structural post-fusion of transitions ca.n give even greater reductions in the size of a Petri 

net's rearhability set than is possible in the example of fusion of equivalent places. Let 

N = (P,T,B. F. '"lo) be a. Petri net with P = {p0 ,pt}, T = {t0 ,tt} , 

B=[~ n. 

and MoT = [0, 1.:]. If TF = {to} , TH = {td and p =Po then TF and TH are post-fusible 

and the resultant Petri net is N' = ( P' , T', B', F', M~) after fusion where P' = {po,pl}, 

T' = { t0 • t t} , 

B' = [ ~ ~ l, 
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and 

F'=[~ ~ ] 
and M~T = [0. k]. Actually, p0 a nd t1 can he removed as they are isolated . The reachability 

set size of N is 

and that for N' is 

Hence, no matter what the size of t he rear.ha.bility set, the fu sion of post-fusible transitions 

reduces t his example to a t rivi a l reacha.bi li ty set. 

6.1.5 Pre-Fusion of Transitions 

Algorit hm 6 . .'5 finds all candidates hE T, Tp ~ T and p E P that satisfy Conditions (5 .12), 

(.5.13), (.5.14), (.5.15) a nd (.5.16) ( Definition 5.8 on page 49) such that Tp is pre-fusible with 

h with respect top: 

Algorithm 6.5 

{ Algorithm to fi nd all possible candidate subsets of transitions 
with correspondi ng place and transition such that the transition 
and set of places are pre-fusible with respect to the place. } 

procedure pre_fus i on_candidates(B, F 
MO 

incidence_matrices; 
markings); 

type candidates = record 

var p 
t 
candidate 
skipping 

T F set ot transition_range; 
h transition_range; 

end; 

place_range; 
transition_range; 
array [ place_range ] ot candidates; 
boolean ; 

begin { pre_fusion_candidates } 

tor p := fi r st_place to last_place do ·begin 
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skipping : = false; 
candidate [p] . T_F : = []; 
if MO[p] = 0 then 

end 

for t : = first_transition to last_transition do 
if not skipping then 

i f (B[p, t] = 1) and (F[p, t] = 0) then 
candidate[p] . T_F : = candidate[p] .T_F + [t] 

else 
if (B[p, t] = 0) and (F[p, t] = 1) then 

candidate[p] .h . - t 
else 

if (B[p, t] <> 0) or (F[p , t] <> 0 ) then begin 
candidate[p] . T_F []; 
skipping .- true 
end 

end; { pre_fusion_candidates } 

After having coll ected a ll possible cand idates fo r pre-fusion, Algorithm 6.6 verifies that 

pre-fusio n can indeed take place : 

Algorithm 6.6 

{ Algorithm to tes t whether a given set of transitions are post-fusible 
with a given transition with respect to a given place . } 

procedure pre_fusion_test (B, F 
T_F, 
h 

incidence_matrices; 

p 

set of transition_range ; 
transition_range; 
place_range) ; 

var q place_range; 
t transition_range ; 
pre_fusible boolean; 

begin { pre_fus i on_test } 

if T_F <> [] then beg i n 
post_fusible : = true ; 
for q : = f irst_place to last_place do 

if q <> p t hen begin 

end 

i f B[q, h] > 0 then 
f or t := first_transition to last_transition do 

if t <> h then 
if B[q, t] <> 0 then 

pre_fusible 
if F [q , h] <> 0 then 

pre_fusible .- false 
end 

false; 

end ; { pre_fusion_test } 
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In terms of a Petri ne t N = ( P, T, R, F . . \!0 ). Algorithm 6.5 has a time complexity 

T(N) = O(IPIITI) 

and Algorithm 6.6 has a. time comp i Pxit~· of 

T(N) = O(!PI IT!). 

This gives the complexity of finding a ll such sets of pre-fusible transitions as 

(6 .5) 

Equation (6.5) gives t he complex ity in tPrms of the length of the input encoding n = I(N)I 

as 

The example used in Section 6.1.4 can also be used to illustrate the size of reductions in 

the rea.chability set size that a re achievable. The same resultant Petri net is possible by 

the pre-fusion of transitions if p = po, Tp = {1 0 } and h = t 1 . 

6.1.6 Lateral Fusion of Transitions 

Algorithm 6.7 finds 11 candidate transitions t 1, t2 and tc and places p1 and P2 satisfying 

Conditions (.5.17), (.5.18), (.5 .19), (.5.20), (!).21) and (.5.23) (Definition 5.9 on page 51): 

Algorithm 6. 7 

{ Algorithm to find all possible candidate trans1t1ons for 
lateral fusion and the transition and places with 
respect to which they are laterally fusible . } 

procedure lateral_f usion_candidates(B, F 
MO 

incidence_matrices; 
markings); 

type candidates = record 

var pi, pj 
t 
candidate 
skipping 

tl, t2, tc transition_index; 
end; 

place_range; 
transition_index; 
array [ place_range, place_range] of candidates ; 
boolean ; 
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begin { lateral_fusion_candidates } 

for pi := fi r st_place to last_place do 
for pj : = first_place to pred(pj) do 

end 

if MO[pi] = MO[pj] then begin 
candidate[pi, pj] . tc .- lambda; 
candidate[pi, pj] .t1 lambda; 
candidate[pi, pj] .t2 lambda; 
skipping := false; 
for t : = first_transition to last_transition do 

if not skipping then 
if (B[pi, t] = 1) and (B[pj, t] = 0) and 

(F[pi, t] = 0) and (F[pj, t] = 0) and 
(candidate[pi, pj] .t1 = lambda) then 
candidate[pi, pj] .t1 : = t 

else 
if (B[pi, t] = 0) and (B[pj, t] = 1) and 

(F[pi, t] = 0) and (F[pj, t] = 0) and 
(candidate[pi, pj] .t2 = lambda) then 
candidate[pi, pj] .t2 := t 

else 
if (B[pi, t] = 0) and (B[pj, t] = 0) and 

(F[pi, t] = 1) and (F[pj, t] = 1) and 
(candidate[pi, pj] .tc = lambda) then 
candidate[pi, pj] . tc : = t 

else 
if (B[pi, t] <> 0) or (B[pj, t] <> 0) or 

(F[pi, t] <> 0) or (F[pj, t] <> 0) then 
skipping := true 

end; { lateral fusion_candidates } 

Once all possible candidates for lateral fu sion have been found they can be verified using 

Algorithm 6.8 which checks that Conditions (.5.22) and (5.24) are satisfied: 

Algorithm 6.8 

{ Algorithm to test whether a given pair of transitions 
are latterally fusible with respect to a given pair 
of places and a given transition. } 

procedure lateral_fusion_test(B, F 
pi, p2 
t1, t2, tc 

var p place_range ; 

incidence_matrices; 
place_range; 
transition_index); 

t transition_range; 
laterally_fusible boolean; 
u, v, w, x, y naturals; 

begin { lateral_fusion_test } 
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if (t1 <> lambda) and (t2 <> lambda) and (tc <> lambda) then begin 
laterally_fusible := true; 
U := 0; V : =0; X := 0; y : = 0; 
for p := f irst_place to last_place do 

if (p <> pl) and (p <> p2) then begin 
u : = u + B[p, t1]; 
v := v + B[p, t2]; 
X : = X+ F[p, t1]; 
y := y + F[p, t2]; 
w : = 0; 
for t := first_transition to last_transition do 

i f (t <> t1) and (t <> t2) and (t <> tc) then 
w := w + B[pi, t]; 

lat erally_fusible := laterally_fusible and 
( ((B[p, t1] <> 0) and (B[p, t2] <> 0) and (w <>0)) or 

(B[p, t1] = 0)) and 
( ((B[p, t2] <> 0) and (B[p, t1] <> 0) and (w <>0)) or 

(B[p, t2] = 0)) 

end ; 
laterally_fusible 

(((x <> 0) and (v 
(((y <> 0) and (u 

laterally_fusible and 
= 0)) or (x = 0)) and 
= 0)) or (y = 0)) 

end; { lateral_f usion_test } 

If N is a Petri net t en the complexity of Algorithm 6. 7 is 

and that of Algorithm 6.8 is 

T(N) = O(JPI ITI). 

The complexity of finding all pairs of la.tera.lly fusible transitions , the pair of places and 

the transition with respect to which they are laterally fusible is , thus , 

(6.6) 

If N is encoded such that I (N) I = n, then the greatest value for Equation ( 6.6) will be 

realised when there are a. constant number of transitions (ITI = k): 

T(n) 

Algorithms 6. 7 and 6.8 test for latera.! fusion of transitions with respect to part one of 

Definition 5.9. Sine part two of Definition 5.9 is merely a reversal of the roles of B and 

F, the complexity of lateral fusion of transitions with respect to part two is also 0( n3
) . 
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To illustrate t he possible red net ion in the size of the reachability set, consider the Petri 

net N = ( P, T. B, F, Mo) where P = {JJJ, P2, p3, p4}, T = { t1, t2, tc}, 

1 0 

0 1 
B= 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 
F= 

1 0 0 

0 1 

and A1oT = [0, 0, k , k] . Transitions t 1 and t2 are laterally fusible with respect to tc, p1 

and P2 · N is not a minimal Petri net containing laterally fusible transitions (only 3 

places are required in a minimal Petri net) , however this 4 place Petri net simplifies the 

combinatorical argument for the size of the reachability set. Fusion of t1 and t2 results in 

the Petri net N' = (P' , T' , B' , F', M~) where P' = P, T' = {t1 , tc}, 

0 

B'= 
1 0 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

F'= 
0 1 

1 0 

1 0 

and M~T = [0. k , k] . The rea.cha.hility set size of N is 

and that for N ' is 

Hence the size of the reachability set is reduced by a factor k + 1 after lateral fusion of 

transitions t 1 and t2. 
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6.2 Synthesis Transformations 

When reducing a. Pet ri net using reduction transformations the goal is always quite clear; 

to reduce the size of the Petri net and, possibly, the size of the reachability /coverability 

tree. This means that any transformation can be applied to any part of the Petri net as 

long a.c; progress is made toward this goal. When synthesizing Petri nets using synthesis 

transformations the goal is not as easy to establish. The goal is not only to refine a given 

Petri net by applying a synthesis transformation to some arbitrary part of the Petri net, 

but that the resultant Petri net model a given system. 

The view taken in this thesis is that of the engineer using Petri nets to model a system. 

Using synthesis transformations the modeller builds subcomponents and "attempts" to 

either refine or add additional subnets to them. Whichever the case it is the engineer who 

completely specifies what transformation is to be applied and what elements are involved. 

Thus, in this thesis it is only the complexity of deciding the applicability of particular 

synthesis transformations, with respect to given subcomponents of a Petri net, that are 

studied. 

Synthesis transformations which guarantee that certain properties hold in the resultant 

system do not need a ny analysis to determine whether such properties hold. For this reason 

the effect on the size of the reach ability/ coverability tree is not considered for synthesis 

t ra.nsforma.tions. 

6.2.1 Addition of a Derivable Subnet 

Let N = (P,T,B,F, Mo) be a Petri net to which a. subnet Ns = (P5 ,T5 , B5 ,F5 ,Mos) is to 

be added as a derivable subnet (Definition 5.10 on page 54): 

Theorem 6. 7 Deciding whether a given subnet of a given Petri net is derivable is Co

EXPSPACE-hat·d. 

The proof is by reduction from the coverability problem. Figure 6.4 illustrates the con

struction used in the proof: 

Proof Given an ins tance of the coverability problem , N = (P, T, B, F, M 0 ) and a marking 

M', construct a. transition t0 with inputs from all places p E P with arc-weights M'(p). 

Construct places P1, P2 a.nd 7J3, and transitions t1 and t2 such that PI has as only input 

the transition t0 with arc-weight 2 and as only output the transition t1 with arc-weight 

one. Place p2 has as only input transition t1 and a.s only output transition t2, both with 
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arc-weights of one. lace ]J3 has as only input transition t2 and as only output transition 

t3 , both with arc-weights of one. Initially the places p1 , P2 and P3 are not marked. Denote 

by Ns = ( Ps , Ts, Bs , Fs , Mo .. ) the sub net where Ps = {pl, ]J2, ]J3}, Ts = {t1 , t2}, 

F, =[ ~ ~] 
and MosT = [0. 0, 0] . It is obvious Ns satisfies parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Definition 5.10. 

Thus Ns is a derivable subnet if and only if part 5 of Definition 5.10 holds, that is, if and 

only if Ns is not re-entrant. Transition to can only fire if the marking M' is coverable in 

the original PPtri net, and if it does , it will deposit two tokens in Ns in which case Ns is 

re-entrant. If to cannot fire then Ns will never have any tokens placed in it. The result 

follows since the coverability problem is EXPSPACE-hard (Theorem 4.19 on page 36). 

0 

The complexity of each of the pa rts of Definition 5.1 0 may be important if the hard 

questions have been answered by, for example, the modeller building a Petri net . 

Algorithm 6.9 tests in linear t ime whether a given subnet is open, that is T(N, Ns) 

O(IPIITI) : 

Algorithm 6.9 

{ Algorithm to tes t whether a given subnet is open . } 

procedure test_open( B, F 
PS 
TS 

var p pl ac e_range ; 

incidence_rnatrices ; 
set of place_range ; 
set of trans i tion_range; 

t trans it i on_range; 
open boolean ; 

begi n { test _open } 

open := true ; 
for t : = f i r s t_transit ion to last_t ransi t ion do 

if t in TS then 
for p : = first_place to l ast_pl ace do 
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------, 
I 

2 

N = (P, T, B, F, Afo) 
3 

Figure 6.4: Reduction of coverability to the derivable subnet problem 
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open .- open and ((B[p, t] <> 0) or (F[p, t] <> 0)) 
and (p in PS); 

end; { test_open } 

Algorithm 6.10 tests whether the given subnet IS a marked graph with T(N, Ns) 

O(IPIITI): 

Algorithm 6.10 

{ Algortihrn to te s t whether a given subnet is a marked graph. } 

procedure test_marked_graph(B, F 
PS 
TS 

var p place_range; 

incidence_matrices; 
set of place_range; 
set of transition_range); 

t transition_range; 
inputs naturals; 
outputs naturals; 
marked_graph boolean; 

begin { test_marked_graph } 

marked_graph := true; 
for p := first_place to last_place do 

it p in PS then begin 
input s := 0; 
outputs := 0; 
for t := first transition to last_transition do 

if t in TS then begin 
inputs := inputs + F[p, t] ; 
outputs := outputs + B[p, t] 
end; 

marked_graph := marked_graph and (inputs <= 1) 
and (outputs <= 1) 

end; { test_marked_graph } 

Part 3 of Definition .5.10 can be decided in polynomial-time as follows: The depth first 

search algorithm (DFS) (described in, for example, [CLR90]) can be used to classify all 

edges of the su bnet as either tree edges , back edges or cross edges. Since back edges 

appear if and only if there are cycles in the graph, the DFS algorithm can decide whether 

or not cycles exist in polynomial-time (the complexity of DFS for a graph G = (V, E) 

is O(WI +lEI) assuming adjacency lists for representing the graph, and in terms of the 

data structures assumed in this thesis O(lll l2)- si nce lEI~ IVI(IVI- 1)). Furthermore, 
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Ns is connected if and only if all the transitions and places of (or vertices of the graph 

G = (V, E)) are "discovered" by the DFS algorit hm [CLR90] . 

Part 4 of Definition 5 .10 can be ve rifi ed using a topological sort of N 5 , this can be accom

plished in linear tim e [CLR90]. 

Part 6 of Definition .5 .10 , the partitioning of the places of P5 , can be accomplished and 

verified by Algorithm 6.11 with time complexity T(N, Ns) = O(IPIITI): 

Algorithm 6.11 

{ Algorithm to tes t if places of subnet can be partitioned 
as per a deriveable subnet . } 

procedure test_partition(B, F 
PS 
TS 

incidence_rnatrices; 
set of place_range; 
set of transition_range); 

var p place_range; 
t transition_range; 
p E set of place_range; 
p s set of place_range; 
P_I set of place_range; 
inputs set of place_range; 
outputs set of place_range; 
partition boolean; 

begin { test_par tition } 

inputs := [] ; outputs:= []; 
P_E := PS; P_S := PS; 
for p := fir s t_place to last_place do 

it p in PS then 
for t : = first_transition to last_transition do 

if t in TS then begin 
i f F[p, t] <> 0 then begin 

P_E : = P_E- [p]; 

outputs outputs + [p] 
end; 

i f B[p~ t] <> 0 then begin 
P_S := P_S- [p]; 

inputs inputs + [p] 
end 

end; 
P_I := input s * outputs; 
partition := (PS = P_E + P_S + P_I) and 

(P_I * P_E = []) and 
(P _I * P _s = []) and 
(P_E * P_S) 

end; { test_part ition } 
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Theorem 6.8 proves that testing part 7 is intractable: 

Theorem 6.8 Given a subnet Ns = (P,,,T8 ,88 ,F8 ,Mo8 ) of a Petri net N = (P,T,B,F, 

Mo) , the problem of U'hether Ns can be emptied by firing transitions in T8 and non

conflicting transitions ofT is EXPSPACE-hard. 

This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7. Figure 6.5 illustrates the construction 

used in the proof: 

Proof Consider a given instance of the coverability problem: N = (P, T, B, F, M 0 ) and 

a marking 1\I'. Construct the additional places and transitions as for the proof of Theo

rem 6.7, except that the arc-weight from transition t0 to place p1 is now only one. Con

struct a place p4 ini t ially marked with one token, with no inputs and only one output to 

transition t1 with arc-weight one. Ns is thus not empty. Construct place p5 which has as 

input only the transit ion to with arc-weight one and as output only the transition t3 also 

with arc-weight one. Construct a. place p6 initially marked with one token, with no inputs 

and only one output to transition to with a rc-weight one. Ns = (Ps, T8 , B 8 , F8 , Mas) where 

Ps = {7Jt,]J2,7J3, 7J4} , Ts = {ft,f2}, 

1 0 

Bs = 0 1 

0 0 

1 0 

0 0 

1 
Fs = 

0 

0 1 

0 0 

and M03 T = [0, 0, 0, OJ is a subnet of the Petri net augmented with the constructed places, 

transitions, arcs and initial markings. Since the token on place p1 can be removed from 

the su bnet N., if and only if transition t0 fires , it follows that part 7 holds if and only if 

there exists a marki ng M E R( 1\10 ) such that M 2: M' and the result follows. D 

The construction of the su bnet Ns in Theorem 6.8 is such that all the conditions except 

part 7 of Definition .5 .10 hold. Thus the proof of Theorem 6.8 also proves the intractability 

of the entire problem, and proves the following theorem: 

Theorem 6.9 Deciding whether a given subnet of a given Petri net is derivable is EXP

SPACE-hard. 
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,------- - ------

2 

N = (P, T, B, F , .~1o) 

3 

Figure 6 .. 5: Reduction of the coverability problem to the problem of emptying a subnet 
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If it were known t ha t a given subnet of a. given Petri net satisfied either part 5, or alter

natively part 7 of Definition .5.10, the problem of deciding whether the subnet is derivable 

would remain intractable. However, given that part 5 and part 7 of Definition 5.10 both 

hold, the problem is in P as the discussion of the algorithms above shows. 

6.2.2 Regulation of Identical Transitions 

Algorithm 6.12 decides whet.her a given set of t rans itions in a given Petri net are identical 

(in the sense of Definition .5 .12 on page 57). 

Algorithm 6.12 

{ Algorithm to dec i de whether a given set of transitions are identical . } 

procedure identical _test (B, F 
s 

var p place_range; 

incidence_matrices; 
set of transition_range); 

t transition_range; 
identical boolean; 

begin { identical_test } 

identical := true; 
tor t := fir s t_transition to last_transition do 

if t in S then 
tor p : = first_place + 1 to last_place do 

if B[first_place, t] <> B[p, t] then 
i dentical := false 

else 
i f F[first_place, t] <> F[p, t] then 

identical .- false 

end; { identical _test } 

Algorithm 6.12 has a worst case t ime complexity of 

T( N. Ts) = O( JPIITI). 

The candidate identical transit ions do not have to take up any extra space in the input ; 

some convention could be used, for example, specifying the candidate transitions as the 

first columns of B and F. Thus the inpu t only has to contain the matrices B and F. If 

the encoded Pet rin t N is such that J(N)I = n, then the complexity in terms of the input 

encoding length is 

T(n) = O(n) . 
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6.2.3 Stepwise Refinement of Transitions 

Deciding whether a. iven transition in a. given Petri net is k-ena.bled (Definition 5.13 on 

page 59) is an intrac table problem: 

Theorem 6 .10 Consider a gwen Petri net N = (P, T, B , F , Mo) , a transition to E T 

and a nonnegative in teger k. Deciding whether to is k-enabled and not (k +!)-enabled is 

EXPSPACE-hard. 

The construction described in the following proof is illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

Proof The proof is by a polynomial t ime reduction from the coverability problem. Let 

N = ( P, T, B. F, A10 ), a.nd a. marking M' be an instance of the coverability problem. 

Construct a transition t' which has a.s inputs each of the places p E P with arc-weight 

M'(p). Construct a. place Po, initially not marked , which has a.s input only the transition 

t' with arc-weight one. Transition t' has no other inputs or outputs . Construct another 

transition t0 with an input from p0 with arc-weight one and no outputs. Place p0 has 

no other outputs. F inally, construct a place p1 , initially marked with one token, with 

no inputs and wh ich is the on ly other input to transition t0 with arc-weight one. Place 

p1 has no other outputs. The transition t' will fire if and only if there exists a marking 

M E R( Mo) such that M 2: M' ; this will ensure that at least one token could be placed 

on p0 . In this case to could fire, removing the token from p1 . Thus there exists a reachable 

marking of the constructed Petri net such that t0 is 1-enabled and not 2-enabled if and 

only if the given mar king is coverable in the given Petri net. The hypothesis follows from 

Theorem 4.19 (page 36) (the coverabili ty problem is EXPSPACE-hard). 0 

Leaving out t he construction of the place p1 and the arc to transition to gives a reduction 

which shows that deciding whether a t ransition is k-enabled is EXPSPACE-hard. 

If it is known that the transition t0 is k-ena.bled but not (k+ 1 )-enabled in some Pet ri net 

in which it is to be refined, then deciding whether a given Petri net is k-well-behaved 

(Definition .5 .1 .5 on page 59) is a lso intractable: 

Theorem 6.11 Consider a given Pet-ri net N = (P, T , B , F, Mo) a nonnegative integer 

k and transitions t in ' tout E T. Deciding whether N is k -well-behaved with respect to 

tin• tout E T , tin=/= lout · is EXPSPACE-hard. 

The proof is by red uct ion from the single transit ion liveness problem. The construction 

used in the proof is illustrated in Figure 6.7: 
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N = (P,T, B , F, M0 ) 

Figure 6.6: Reduction of the coverability problem to the k-enabled problem 

Proof Consider a given instance of the single transition liveness problem; a Petri net 

N = ( P, T. B. F. !1!0 ) and a. transition t0 E T. Construct a place p1 and a transition t1 

such that p1 only has as inpu t t he transition t0 , and as output the transition t1 , both 

with arc-weight s of one. LE't th is new Petri net be N' . N ' is a block with respect to the 

transitions t0 and t 1 • Now consider thE' associated Petri net N" = B(N' , t0 , t1 , 1) . The 

loop t0 -+ p1 -+ i 1 -+ p0 __,. t0 , marked with one token, does not affect the liveness of 

the transition t0 in the given Petri net N . Furthermore, since the loop contains only one 

token, trans itions t0 and t 1 fire in str ict a lternation and so part 2 of Definition 5.15 holds. 

Since i 1 cannot fire until t0 fires, part :3 of Definit ion .5.1.5 holds. Thus transition to is 

live in N if and on ly if N' is 1-well-behaved with respect to to and t1 . Hence according 

to Theorem 4.17 (page 35) and 4.18 the problem of deciding whether a given Petri net is 

k-well-behaved with respect to two given dis tinct transitions is EXPSPACE-hard. 0 

6.2.4 Refinement of Places 

The S-transformation (Definition 5.16 on page 63) can always be applied to any place of 

a Petri net. 

6.2 .5 SL&SB K it Refinement Rule R 3 

The definition of refinement rule R 3 (Definition .5 .18 on page 64) does not give applica

tion condit ions. but rather, describes how the transformation is performed. Thus, this 
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---- - -------------------------, 
,-------------------------- \ 

--,., 

B(N' , t0 , t 1 , 1) 
'------------------------------

Figure 6.7: Reduction of the STL problem to the k-well-behaved problem 
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refinement rule can be performed on any Petri net and there is no problem deciding its 

applicability. If, howeve r, a Petri net N = (P, T, B. F, M0 ) and a place Po (j. P were given 

along \vith the arc-weights to and from the transitions in T , then there is the problem of 

deciding whet her Po sa t isfies this rule. This problem is in P by Theorem 4.4 (page 30): De

ciding whether there exists a solution :r E Qn to a given system of linear equations Ax = b 

where A E zmxn a nd b E z m can be formulated as the following linear programming 

problem 

and if in addition it is required that :r E IQ+n then 

(6.7) 

6.2.6 SL&SB K it Refinement Rule R 4 

Part 2b of the refi nement rule R ,1 (Definition 5.18 on page 64) describes how the trans

formation is performed and parts 2a, pa rt 2c and part 2d a re the application conditions 

fo r the t ransformation . 

Part 2a. describes the condition t hat must be satisfied by the place p of that condi t ion, 

which Algorithm 6.13 verifies, t hat is, that each of the input transitions of place p has 

other outputs and t hat each of place p output transitions have other inputs: 

Algorithm 6.13 

{ Algorithm to check that a place i n a Petri net can be replaced 
by a state machi ne by refinement rule 4 of the SLtSB kit. } 

procedure test_rul e4 (B, F : incidence_matrices ; pO : place_range ) ; 

var p 
t 
other i nput s 
otheroutput s 
applicable 

place_range ; 
transition_range; 
boolean ; 
boolean; 
boolean ; 

begin { test_rule4 } 

otherinputs : = false ; 
otheroutput s := false ; 
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fort := fir s t trans1t1on to last transition do 
tor p := f irst_place to last_place do begin 

if (F[pO, t] > 0) and (p <> pO) and (B[p, t] <> 0) then 
otheroutputs := true; 

if (B[pO, t] > 0) and (p <> pO) and (F[p, t] <> 0) then 
otherinputs := true 

end; 
applicable : = otherinputs and otheroutputs 

end; { test_rule4 } 

The time complexity of Algorithm 6.13 is 

T( N) = O(IPI ITI). 

If I(N)I = n then, as before. the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the input length 

is 

T(n) = O(n). 

Parts 2c and 2d of t he refinement rule R 4 can also be verified in polynomial-time: Consider 

N" = ( P". T". D", F") and subsets P/' , P0 ~ P" of way-in places and way-out places , 

respectively. The epth first search al~orithm (DFS), [CLR90], can be used to verify 

Parts 2c and 2a: For each place p" E P" search for a path from p" to any place in P1 by 

using the reverse di rection of the arcs of N". For each of the searches the DFS can run 

with a time comple ·ity ofT( N") = 0(1 P"l 2 ) since N" is a state machine, and it is the 

nodes of the state machine that are the nodes of the underlying graph. Also, the DFS 

can be used to search for a. path from each of the places p" E P" to each of the places 

in P0. The total time complexity of verifying whether N" is a suitable candidate for the 

transformation is 

T(N") 

If I(N")I = n then 

T( n) 

0( I P"ll P"l 2 + IP"I 2 IP"I 2
) 

0( IP"I 4
). 

6.3 Event Graph Module Decomposition 

Combining event g raphs (Definition .5.20 on page 68) to form a composite model is a 

straightforward procedure. 
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For the minimal rep resentation ( D0finition .).22 on page 68) and its initial marking: Since 

the marked edges of the marked graph are always nonnegative integers, they can be re

garded as nonnegative arc-weights in a weighted directed graph. The token distance 

between two transitions ti and tj in a marked graph is merely the path with minimum 

weight between t he nodes ti and t j in the weighted directed graph. The token distance 

between t i and t j is t hus the shortP..~t path weight of the single-pair shortest-path problem. 

Since no algorithm for this problem has an asymptotic time complexity better than the 

single-source shortest paths problem [CLR90], and since the token distances are required 

from each transition ti E Tin to each transition tj E Tin U Tout. Dijkstra's algorithm for 

the single-sourre shortest-paths problem may be more appropriate. Dijkstra's algorithm 

(w hich uses adjacency lists to represent the graph) for a graph G = (V, E) has a time com

plexity ofT(C) = 0(11f! 2 ). This gives the complexity of finding all the token distances in 

a. marked graph N = (P, T, B. F, Afo) with Tin ~ T as 

T(N, Tin) O(!Tin IITI
2

) 

O(ITI 3
). 

If most of the transitions are in Tin then it may be more appropriate to use an all-pairs 

shortest-paths algorithm. In the worst cases (dense graphs), however , these have no better 

time complexities. T he Floyd- Wa.rshall algorithm for the all-pairs shortest-paths problem 

has a. time complexi ty ofT( G)= O(!V! 3 ) and represents the graph as a weighted adjacency 

matrix W with the entries being the weights between the nodes [CLR90]. Considering a 

marked graph 1\' = ( P, T , B , F , Al0 ), the matrix W can be computed as follows: Construct 

the adjacency matrix A of the marked graph as the product pT B. Construct a matrix E 

with entries E(i,j) defined by 

IPI 
E( i, j) = L F( k,i)B(k,j)Mo(k), 

k=l 

then W is the matr ix with entrie$ H' ( i, j) defined by 

W(i,j) = { E~j) if A(i,j) = 1 and 

otherwise. 

The complexity of computing W is only Tw( N) = O(IPIITI 2 + IPIITI 2
), by considering 

the multiplications required to multiply the matrices. The sets Tin and Tout can be 

specified by reorganizing the columns of B and F, and thus no extra space is required in 

the input encoding to specify them. With respect to the standard encoding of Petri nets, 

if !(N)I = n, then t e complexity of finding the token distances is 

T( n) 0(( .2:_ )3 + k( .2:_ )2 + k( .2:_ )2 ) 
2k 2k 2k 

O (n3
). 
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6.4 Complet e Reduction of Classes of Petri net 

The discussion in Section 6.1 showed that, for liveness and/or boundedness analysis, 

tractable reducibility of the general Pet ri net, to a Petri net class in which liveness and 

boundedness analys is is tractable, is not possible. The classes of Petri net considered in 

this section are such that the complexity of determining the properties of liveness and 

bounded ness are in P . Thus although one might expect these classes to have tractable 

and effective reduct ion transformations. they are ofless significance than, for example, re

duction in the general Petri net when used to perform liveness and boundedness analysis. 

However, two important uses ha.ve emerged for such transformations: 

• Only Petri nets within the larger class can be reduced to Petri nets of the smaller 

or simpler cla.ss, so the reduction transformations can be used to decide whether a 

given PPtri net belongs to this class. 

• Some of the results in this area have been useful in the development of efficient 

algorithms for the analysis of the properties that characterise the larger class [KB91]. 

Since reachability analysis is not necessary for these classes of Petri net in order to es

tablish liveness and bmtndedness, the possible effects on the size of the state space is not 

considered. 

6.4.1 Well-behaved Free. Choice Systems 

The applicability of the reduction transformations used by [Des90] to reduce well-behaved 

free choice systems (Definition .5.24 on page 72) can all be determined in polynomial-time. 

The Place Reduction 

Algorithm 6.14 fin s all places m a. given Petri net N 

removed using the P- reduction. 

(P,T,B,F,M0 ) which can be 

Algorithm 6.14 

{ Algorithm to fi nd all places in a Petri net which can be removed 
by the P-reduct ion. } 

procedure place_reduction_find(B, F 
MO 

incidence_matrices; 
markings); 
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var p1, p2 place_range ; 
t transition_range; 
removable packed array [place_range] of boolean ; 

begin { place_reduction_find } 

for p1 : = fi r st_place+1 to last_place do 
for p2 := first_place to pl-1 do begin 

removable[p1] := true; 
for t : = first_transition to last_transition do 

if (B[p1, t] <> B[p2, t]) or (F[p1, t] <> F[p2, t]) or 
(MO[p1] <> MO[p2]) then 
r emovable[p1] : = false 

end 

end; { place_reduction_find } 

The time complexity of Algorithm 6.1--l is T(N) = O(IPI 2 ITI) and so if !(N) I 

complexity in terms of the length of the encoded inpu t is 

The Transition R eduction 

n, the 

Algorithm 6.1.5 find s all transitions that can he removed from a given PetriN= (P, T, B, F , 

Mo) net using the T-reduction . 

Algorithm 6.15 

{ Algorithm to find all transitions in a Petri net which can be 
removed by the T-raduction. } 

procedure transition_reduction_find(B, F 
MO 

var t1, t2 transition_range ; 
p place_range; 

incidence_matrices; 
markings); 

removable packed array [transition_range] of boolean; 

begin { transition_reduction_find } 

for t1 := first_transition+1 to last_transition do 
for t2 := first_transition to t1-1 do begin 

removable[t1] : = true; 
for p := first_place to last_place do 

if (B[p, t1] <> B[p, t2]) or (F[p, t1] <> F[p, t2) then 
removable[t1] : = false 
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end 

end; { transition_reduction_find } 

The time complexity of Algo ri t hm 6.1.5 is T(N) = O(jPjjTj 2 ). Ifn = j(N)j then the worst 

case complexity in terms of this inpu t length is 

T(n) 

The Flow Reduction 

Section 6.1.4 has shown that t he complexity of deciding the applicability of post-fusion 

of transitions is in P. Furthermore, [JLL77] has shown that deciding k-boundedness of 

free choice nets is in P (a check for safeness can be used to check for possible contact 

situations), and hence deciding t he applicabili ty of the F-reduction is in P. 

The "A" Reduction 

Algorithm 6.16 finds al l pairs of transitions in a given Petri net N = (P, T, B , F, Mo) for 

which the A-reduct ion is applicable. 

Algorithm 6.16 

{ Algorithm to find all pairs of transitions for which the A-reduction 
is applicable. } 

procedure a_reduct ion_find(B, F : incidence_matrices) ; 

var t1, t1 
p 
applicable 

transition_range; 
place_range ; 
packed array [transition_range, transition_range] 
of boolean; 

outputs naturals; 

begin { a_reduct ion_find } 

for t1 : = f i rst_transition to last transition do 
for t2 : = first_transition to last_transition do 

i:t t1 = t2 then 
applicable[t1, t2] := false 

else begin 
out puts := 0 ; 
applicable[t1, t2] := true; 
fo r p : = :tirst_place to last_place do begin 
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outputs : = outputs + B[p , t2] ; 
applicable[t1, t2] : = applicable[t1, t2] and 

((( B[p , t2] > 0) and (F[p, t1] > 0))) or 
(F[p, t1] > 0)) 

end ; 
appl icable[t1, t2] . - applicable[tl, t2] and 

(outputs > 1) 
end 

end; { a_reduct i on_find } 

The time complexity of Algorit hm 6.16 is T(N) = O(IPIITI 2) and as shown above, if 

I(N)I = n then in terms of t he length of t he input instance the time complexity is 

6.4.2 Reduction of Live and Bounded Free Choice Petri Nets 

Esparza [Esp91], shows that each of his refinement rules (Section 5.3.2 on page 75) can 

be checked and performed in polynomial-time. This means that each of Esparza's kits of 

rules can completely reduce the class of li ve and bounded free-choice nets to an atomic 

net in polynomial-time [Esp91]. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This thesis has explored the viability of certain Petri net transformations. Those trans

formations. all proposed in the literatur(', that the author has selected for study, are ones 

which may be usef I in liveness and boundedness analysis. Both synthesis and reduction 

transformations have been studied. Liveness and boundedness analysis is intractable for 

general Petri nets. Such analysis using reduction transformations was shown to be unvi

able in the general Petri net, a.s it contradicts the intractable nature of these problems. 

For synthesis transformations, the lack of suitable goals in building models necessitates 

the use of in teract ive tools so that a modeller can guide the construction of the Petri net. 

For each of the reduction transformations the author has considered the complexity of de

termining the applicability of the transformations. The reduction in the size of the state 

space that can be achieved has also been illustrated. For synthesis transformations, the 

complexity of decid ing the applicability of the transformations on specified components of a 

given Petri net has .lso been investigated. These complexity results are summarised in Ta

ble 7.1. The descript ion of the problems in Table 7.1 assumes that N = (P, T , B , F[, M 0]) 

and that I(N}I = n. 

Additional results regarding special cases of well-known problems, which proved useful in 

establishing the transformation complexity results , were proved in Chapter 4. 

Due to the inh('ren t complexity of the liveness and boundedness problems and based on 

the results of this thesis, the author believes: 

• Pet ri net transformations will prove themselves most suitable in their synthesis forms 

and when th y are used in interactive modelling tools. 

• Even though reduction transformations may not be useful in the analysis of Petri 

n('ts , they may provide useful insight into certain problems concerning Petri net 

121 
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Problem Description Complexity 

[s a given place p E P redundant? Theorem 6.2 (page 85). p 
Can Condition 5.4 of Definition .5.-1 be satisfied such that for NPC 
all t; E T, W; :::; b. for some bE f-:1? Theorem 4.14 (page 33). 
Are given places P1 ,p2 E P doubled? Theorem 6.6 (page 89) Co-EXPSPACE-hard 
Can Condition .5.9 of Definition 5 .. 5 be satisfied? Thea- Co-EXPSPACE-hard 
rem 6.4 (page 87). 
Find all pairs of fusible equivalent places. Algorithm 6.2 P, O(n3

) 

(page 90). 
Find all candidate for post-fusion of transitions . Alga- P, O(n2

) 

rithms 6.3 and 6.4 on pages 94 and 95. 
Find all candidates for pre-fusion of transitions . Alga- P, O(n2

) 

rithms 6.5 and 6.6 on pages 97 and 98. 
Find all candidates for latera.! fusion of transitions. Alga- P, O(n.j) 
rithms 6.7 and 6.8 on pages 99 and. 100. 
Is a given subnet derivable? Theorem 6. 7 (page 103) and Co-EXPSPACE-hard 
Theorem 6.8 (page 108). 

EXPSPACE-hard 
Is a given subnet open? Algorithm 6.9 (page 104) . p 
Is a given su bnet a marked graph? Algorithm 6.10 p 
(page 106) . -

Is a given subnet connected and void of any circuits (part 3 p 
of Definition 5.10 )? DFS algorithm (see page 106). 
Is there a path in a. given subnet from any of its transitions p 
to all the other transitions in the subnet (part 4 of Defini-
tion 5.10)? Topological sorting. 
Can a set of places in a. suhnet be partitioned according to p 
part 6 of Definition 5.10? Algorithm 6.11 (page 107). 
Are a given set of transitions identical, and hence can be P, O(n) 
regulated? Algori t hm 6.12 (page 110). 
Is a given transition t E T /.:-enabled and not ( k + 1 )-enabled, EXPSPACE-hard 
where k E f'i? Theorem 6.10 (page 111). 
Is a Petri net k-well-behaved with respect to two given dis- EXPSPACE-hard 
tinct transitions? Theorem 6.11 (page 111 ). 
Can p E P be replaced by a state machine using R 4 of the P, O(n) 
SL&SB kit? Algor ithm 6.13 (page 114) . 
Does a given Petr i net N" satisfy the conditions for R 4 of P, O(n4

) 

the SL&SB kit? DFS algorithm (see page 115). 
Find the minimal representation of an augmented event P , O(n.j) 
graph. Shortest paths algorithms (see page 116). 
Find all places that can be removed using the P-reduction. P, O(n2

) 

Algorithm 6.14 (page 117). 
Find all transitions that can be removed using the T- P , O(n2

) 

reduction. Algori t hm 6.1 .5 (page 118). 
Find all pairs if t ransitions for which the ''A"-reduction is P, O(n2

) 

applicable . Algorithm 6.16 (page 119). 

Table 7.1: Summary of transformation complexity results 
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analysis. This "side-effect"' of Petri net transformation theory has already proved 

useful in the development of efficient algorithms for the analysis of Petri nets (see, 

for example, [K ll91]) . 

The underlying complex ity of the liveness and boundedness problems imposes rest ric

tions on the ability of Petri net reduction transformations to reduce the general Petri net 

rea.chability set to a. manageable size. The possibility exists that if other properties were 

considered for preservation as wel l as liveness and boundedness, useful classes of Petri 

nets could be redu cible to more manageable problems. The complexity results of the 

t ransformations in [Des90] and [Esp91] show this to be true for the free-choice property. 

7.1 Future Work 

The aim of tlw ana lysis in this thesis was to establish whether the problems regarding 

the applicability of the Petri net transformations are tractable or not . For the hard 

problems. t he thcsi has not shown whether these problems are decidable . The decidability 

of a problem X can be established by showing that X :::S D for some decidable problem 

D. Alternatively, the undecidability could be established by showing that U :::S X for 

some undecidable problem U. The coverability problem , the reacha.bility problem and 

the problems polynomia.lly equivalent to the reachability problem (Theorem 4.17), are 

promising candidates for such decidable problems (Theorems 4.21 and 4.22) based on the 

constructions used in this thesis. 

If reduction transformations are to be used in a tool to reduce the size of a Petri net 

reachability set, then for the given set of transformation an important property would be 

the Church-Rosser property, that is, whether the order of applying the transformations 

rules would be important in order to reach a terminal Petri net (one in which none of the 

application conditions hold) with a reachability set of a certain size. Alternatively, if the 

Church- Rosser property did not hold for a certain set of reduction transformations, then 

it would be useful to know whether an order of precedence could be established such that 

the least complex (to analyse) Petri net is produced. 

Finally, it is the aim of the Data Network Architectures Laboratory research group to 

build tools for the analysis of protocol specifications, manufacturing systems and inter

active Petri net modelling tools. If the underlying models of the manufacturing systems 

and protocol specifications can be represented by a class of Petri nets , then new transfor

mations to assist either in the analysis. or the synthesis of such models would be useful. 

In particular, it would allow the Petri net modelling tools to test for certain properties of 

large protocol specifications and manufacturing systems. 
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